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Democrats Stack Committee; First Fifteen Days of Session
Have Cost Something
Against Advocates of State
Wide Temperance Law
Like $10,000

ALREADY DEFINED

dom and Against Polygamy

Adopted.

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 17. Telegraphic
It was 2:55 p. m. when President
Beverly, Mass., Oct. 17. President
to Beverly today greetings were exchanged between
Spiess called the convention to or- Taft bade good-byand motored to Boston to take a train President Hunt and Charles A. Spiess,
der.
for New York where he will stop two president of the constitutional conven
Prayer by Rev. Julius Hartman.
tion of New Mexico. The telegram
Minutes by Chief Clerk George W days on his way to Washington.
reArmijo.
Mrs. Taft, her sister, Mrs. Thomas from Spiess and President Hunt's
follows:
as
are
T. B. Catron announced that a num- K. Laughlin,
ply
and
Jr., of
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. 14, 1910.
ber of ladies representing the W. C. Miss Helen Taft, will Pittsburg,
the
with
go
of
Hon. George W. P. Hunt, President
the President as far as New York.
T. U., desire the privilege
They
Constitutional Convention, Phoenix,
floor and moved that the president be will
stop over there for a week or
Arizona:
directed to issue tickets to five mem- more of
On
November
7,
shopping.
On behalf of and under its direction
bers of the W. C. T. U. This was Taft
goes to Cincinnati to vote on the by resolution unanimously adopted by
unanimously ordered.
The following files were introduced: eighth. He will sail for Panama on the constitutional convention of New
File No. 42 by W. E. Garrison, re November 10 from Charleston, S. C. Mexico, I send the. greetings of the
Mr. Taft has thoroughly
enjoyed delegates thereof to your convention
lating to the location of the seat of his
vacation on the north shore. He for the best wishes of this convention
Comto
the
Referred
government.
mittee on Miscellaneous Provisions. has taken on some weight in the last for the highest degree of success in
File No. 43 by A. B. Fall, in refer- month, but does not seem to mind it. the great work you have undertaken
ence to the initiative and referendum The President's" recreation' has con- in forming a government of, by and
Referred to the Committee on Legis- sisted principally :of golf and motor for the people.
CHAS. A. SPIESS,
lative Department.
ing.
Convention
File No. 44, by R. W. Heflin, relatIt is estimated altogether that lie President Constitutional
of New Mexico.
ing to equal rights. Referred to the has traveled over 5,000 miles in ma
Committee on Elective Franchise.
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 17, 1910.
chines during the summer.
President
File No. 45, by R. W. Heflin, relating
Mr. Taft attended services yester Hon. Charles A. Spiess,
Constitutional Convention of New
to banks. Referred to Committee on day in the Unitarial church and when
Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
Corporations.
called upon for "a' few remarks, said:
, constitutional
convention of
The
File No. 46, by J. W. Guilders, re"On behalf of Mrs, .Taft and mynow
and in session
and
the
to
initiative
ballots
for
Arizona,
organized
lating
self, I am glad to express the gratireferendum. Referred to Committee tude we feel at having had the privi- begs to express by unanimous vote its
of the kind greetings reon Counties and County Lines.
of worshipping with you during appreciation
ceived today from the constitutional
File No. 47, by J. W. Childers and lege
this summer in a church so full of convention of New Mexico, and to ex
G. B. Patterson, relating to initiative
with such a wealth of use- tend felicitations
upon the common opand referendum. Referred to the Com- history,
in the last 250 years. It is
fulness
on
mittee
portunity of New Mexico and Arizona
Legislative Department.
File No. 48, by J. N. Upton, provid- a church that illustrates in its history to secure the high privilege of stateof liberalism in religion hood. Many of the interests of the
the
ing for direct primaries and direct and growth
the development of the orthodox two states will be similar, whatever
election of senators. Referred to the
came here to the divergences may be, and the concommittee on legislative department. tenets of those who
New England stitutional convention of Arizona asFile No. 49, by J. L. Lawson, relafc make the beginning of
sures the constitutional convention of
into our faith of TJnitarianism."
committo
to
Referred
ing
irrigation.
New Mexico of its confidence
that
concluded:
The
President
tee on water rights.
"I hope we I mean my family and New Mexico will do its share, as AriFile No. 50, by T. J. Mabry, relating
in the
myself are gwing to be able next zona will do hers, to
to the investment of school funds.
or as they say in noble task of building up the great
to
be
summer
here,
education.
on
to the commiuee
GEORGE W. P. HUNT.
and certainly if southwest.
File No. 51, J. I. Hinkle, relating to the west, hereabouts,
Constitutional Convention
dis- President
banks and banking. Referred to com- we are within any practicable
of Arizona.
tance, and you will treat us as well
mittee on corporations.
Another communication was read
as
as
and
next
hospitable
summer,
relaB'ile No. 52, by M. P. Skeen,
on the floor that is interesting benumbered
shall
we
be
tive to practice of medicine. Referred you have this,
under this cause it elicited the first faint protest
to Committtee on Miscellaneous Pro- among the worshippers
from the Republicans.
W. H. Murray
roof."
visions.
who was speaker of the convention
File No. 53, by M. P. Skeen, providthat is responsible for Oklahoma's
ing for direct primaries. Referred to JULIA WARD HOWE, OF
constitution, offered to send the com
DEAD
IS
FAME
HYMN
BATTLE
the Committee on Legislative Depart
plete reports of the deliberations of
ment.
that body and supply each member
File No. 54, by C. 'C. Davidson, relat- Was 91 Years Old and a Noted Au with a copy, provided Arizona would
to
in
Woman
Referred
thoress Was Active
ing to the executive.
pay the freight. By the aye and nay
Committee on Executive.
Suffrage Movement.
vote the offer was accepted and then
reFile No. 55, by C. C. Davidson,
came the protest. Judge Doe of Colating to municipalities. Referred to Middleton, R. I., Oct. 17. Mrs. Ju- conino rose slowly in his seat and said
Committee on Municipal Corporations. lia Ward Howe died here today. Mrs. that he did not wish to go on record
File No. 56, by E. F. Saxon, relating Howe author of the Battle Hymn of as supporting this action: that In his
to district judges and their election. the Republic, and noted worker for opinion
the 'constitution was not
Referred to Committee on Legislative woman suffrage was 91 years of age. worth paying freight on. His remarks
She was born in New York and was were followed by laughter and the
Department.
File No. 57, by James E. Hall, re- married in 1843 to Samuel Gridley point made appreciated by the Republating to elections. Referred to the Howe, M. D., who died in 1876. With licans at least.
Committee on Elective Franchise.
The morning session began prompt
him she conducted the Boston Com
File No. 58, by W. E. Lindsey, per monwealth
prior to the ly at 10 o'clock with the distribution
taining to elections. Referred to the Civil War. After the slavery ques- of pay checks for the week's work.
Committee on Elective Franchise.
tion was settled she became active in Delegates and employes are to be paid
File No. 59, by Patterson, relative woman suffrage, prison reform, cause by the week. Each delegate got his
to a commissioner of corrections. Re of peace and so forth. She was a check while the pages got pay for
ferred to the Committee on Miscel- Unitarian preacher, and a lecturer only four days, or since assuming
laneous Provisions.
and writer of international reputation. their duties.
File No. 60, by Patterson, relative Her Battle Hymn of the Republic is
At the session on Saturday after
to initiative and referendum. Referred widely known.
noon Webb arose and submitted a
to Committee on Municipalities.
Among her poems, assays and books proposition defining the boundary of
File No. 61, by Patterson, relative may be mentioned Passion Flowers, the state. It is needless to say that
to the initiative and referendum. Re- Words for the
Hour, A Trip to Cuba, the present boundaries are unchangferred to the Committee on Legisla- The World's Own, Sex and Education, ed. This proposition was not ordered
tive Department.
Life of Margaret Fuller, Is Polite So- printed as it is simply a necessary
File No. 62, by Nestor Montoya, relciety Polite, From Sunset Ridge, etc. formality. Webb's second proposition
ative to the bill of rights. Referred
Her finest poem, the battle hymn, guaranteeing religious freedom and
of
on
Bill
to the Committee
Rights. was
the clause against polygawritten while visiting camps near containing
reFile No. 63, by Nestor Montoya,
my as prescribed by the enabling act,
and
Civil
the
War
Washington
during
ferring to education. Referred to it was first published in the Atlantic will be printed and after its second
the Committee on Education.
reading sent to the proper committee.
File No. 64, by G. A. Richardson, re- Monthly in 1861.
lating to irrigation. Referred to the
TAKES PRECAUTION
MRS. PHILLIP HARROUN'S
Committee on Irrigation,
AGAINST A LYNCHING.
DEAD.
UNCLE IS
File No. 65, by W. B. Walton, and
A. H. Harrlee, relative to primary
Teamster in Missouri Charged With
elections. Referred to the Committee Warren G. Purdy, Former President
Criminal Assault Upon His Six
Railon Elective Franchise.
of Rock Island, Was Great
Year Old Step Daughter.
reFile No. 66, by J. B. Gilchrist,
road Builder of Central West.
Springfield, Mo., Oct. 17. Rumors
lating to election of TJ. S. Senator.
of a threatened formation of a mob
Referred to the Committee on LegisMrs. Harroun has received the news to lynch John McCord, a teamster held
lative Department.
of the death of Warren G. Purdy, for- in jail here charged with an attempt
File No. 67, by F. E. Wood relating merly president of the Chicago, Rock upon his six year old step daughter,
to Initiative. Referred to the Com- Island and Pacific railroad, in Chica led Sheriff W. E. Freeman to take
mittee on Legislative Department, , go on Thursday, October 13. Mr. Pur- the precaution of guarding the jail.
File No. 68, by F. E. Wood, relating dy was the uncle of Mrs. Prilip Har Coming as it does, close upon the killto referendum. Referred, to the Com- roun, well known in Santa Fe which ing of Ketchel, the sheriff fears vioshe has often visited and who is a lence from an already distracted pubmittee on Legislative Department.
lic.
of Mrs. Harroun.
Resolution No. 13, by G. W. Baker, daughter-in-laMr. Purdy was called the great railIn memoriam of the late Hon. Jonathan P. Dolliver, was introduced and road builder of the central west and FIERCE LABOR RIOT
he might have lived to see greatIN WINDY CITY.
adopted.
er accomplishments had it not been
H. B. Fergusson, in speaking to the for a
cyclone he was in some years Twelve Strikers Injured and Sixteen
Dolliver resolution, paid an eloquent ago,
wrecking his private train and
Arrested by Police Who Disperstribute to that statesman whom he injuring his back. The accident uned the Mob Many Winhad known personally in the national dermined his nervous system and he
dows Broken.
House of Representatives.
was compelled to give up work, finally
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. Twelve perResolution No. 14, by J. H. Crist succumbing to the effects of the dissons were injured and sixteen were
that the president designate a suff- ease.
arrested in a riot here today when the
icient number of stenographers to take
police attempted to disperse a mob
the proceedings of the convention to WIRELESS HAS LOST TRACK
of striking garment workers. Nearly
OF "COLUMBUS" WELLMAN.
be printed daily. .' Referred to the comall of the windows of Hart, Shaffner
means
on
to report
mittee
ways and
establishment
Struck & Marx Company's
America
Probably
at the next session.
Airship
were broken.
ReLast
Storm
'Heavy
Night,
Venceslao
Resolution No. 15, by
ports Steamship Finland.
Jaramillo, provided for adjournment
JOHN D. GIVES NEARLY
to Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
$4,000,000 FOR RESEARCH.
sta
17.
Wireless
Oct.
Siasconsett,
Was adopted.
c
New York, Oct. 17. It was antion, here has spoken all
atC. C. Davidson was excused from
steamers witljln the radius of the nounced today that John D. Rockefetendance for several days.
but none has seen anything ller would this afternoon give to the
wireless,
inE. D. Patton was excused
The Rockefeller institute for medical reof Wellman's airship America.
111
health.
Finland reports a heavy search an additional $3,820,000 bringdefinitely owing to
steamship
The convention then adjourned to storm early Sunday evening but the ing his donations to this institution
weather soon, cleared.
up to aggregate $9,000,000.
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
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That Time Most of the President Taft Left on Auto- Constitutional Convention of
mobile Today for
Committees Will Be
Neighboring Territory is
Boston
Ready to Report
Making Good Time.
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Roosevelt County, Will
Co-opera-

The constitutional convention had
I'hoenix. Ariz., Oct. 17. Chairman
Crutchfield 'of the committee on pre- its first pay day today, fifteen days,
amble and declaration of rights an- or one
quarter of the allotted time
nounced that he would be ready with
The pay roll of delethe preamble to the constitution today. having elapsed.
and
amounts to about
employes
It will be tho first actual step toward gates
the making of a constitution and will $10,0110 and Secretary Jaffa's office
probably come after the adoption of was busy today preparing the payroll.
the rules. The preamble will read as
Adjutant General at Work.
follows:
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes was
HON. JOHN H. CANNING
"We, the people of Arizona, invok- at his desk again today after an abDelegate From Lincoln County and a Successful Business Man.
ing the guidance of the Supreme sence o almost two weeks on account
Being, do ordain and establish this of serious illness. He met this afteron military
Hon. John H. Canning, delegate to ning was engaged in the mercantile Constitution in order to perpetuate noon with the committee
which held its first session at
our
and
affairs
iu
Justice
and
Liberty
State,
the constitutional convention from business in White Oaks, Lincoln
provide for the Peace and Welfare of 4 o'clock.
Carrizozo, Lincoln county, is a suc- county, Carrizozo and Nogal and is at
Who Pays' the Taxes?
cessful business man and one who present treasurer of the Carrizozo Posterity."
Dissatisfaction is expressed in MariIn Cnrry county it isn't the railbehas shown his sound judgment in
Trading Company doing a general copa county over the membership of roads as yet which carry most of the
ng identified with the Republican merchandise business at Carrizozo.
the committee on matters for separate burden. The assessment percentages
Mr. Canning has always been an submission.
party ever since he came to the SunThe chairman is against for 1910 are as follows, as compiled
shine state.
active member of the Republican par- - spbmitting
statewide
prohibition by Traveling Auditor Charles V.
imMr. Canning was born in St. John's, ' ty showing a keen interest in its suc- - strongly, hailing from Pinal county, a
Agricultural lands and
He was educated in cess. In 189G he was a candidate lor mining region. Three of the five mem provements 37.94, city lots and irn- N. F., in 1863.
center of Canada, the office of county commissioner of bers are opposed to submission, while provemrmts 30.82, horses and mules
that educational
household
Montreal and at the age of 21 years Lincoln county and was elected treas- of the ether two, Franklin, of Marico-- 6.28. merchandise 5.51,
pa, is pledged by his platform for sub- goods ;!.57, banks 3.37, railroads 3.32,
came to the United States.
Three urer and collector in 1902.
Mr, Canning is a type of the man mission, and Webb, of Graham, is a cattle 2.37. wagons, implements and
years later he moved to New Mexico
who
to
has found New Mexico a good Mormon, and Mormons heretofore in harness 1.S7, money .52, telegraph and
York
New
Fort
from
direct
coming
have always been with telephone .39, sheep- and swine .47,
enwhere
he
place to live and who has been a legislatures
Stanton, Lincoln county,
the prohibitionists.
all other classes 3.57.
tered the employ of De Laney and booster for the Sunshine state ever
Board of Education.
Minority Prohibition Report.
and
climate
its
felt
since
he
buoyant
traders.
post
Terrell,
A minority report is therefore, alThe territorial board of education
- breathed its
Canair.
Mr.
the
For
exhilirating
past twenty years
most certain, as Franklin says, al- adjourned on Saturday after passing
though he is not a prohibition advo- upon about SO applications for certif" j
cate, he will stand by his pledge, re- ication.
.
A poll indicates that the
gardless.
The board of education adopted a
TAKE
convention is against submission
of resolution to excuse city and
town
this proposition, but there is no tell- teachers from attendance at county
ing what will be the final vote.
institutes providing that the city or
Should the Republicans make sub town superintendent gives at least
CUBA
mission a party measure, it would put.
f
of his time to supervision
the Democrats in a pretty bad hole, if and holds at least one general and
they opposed permitting the "people one grade teachers' meeting per
Florida Coast Is Inundated Defeat Chicago 4 to 1 In the having a say," which was the slogan month. The following were granted
during the campaign.
Personally, certificates,: Life J. E. Walker of
Opening Series for World's most of the Republicans are
by Three Days Steady
against Santa Rita; Mrs. Lena Brent of Galsubmission.
It remains to be seen lup; Lucile Holt of Demlng. Five
Rain
Championship
whether they will play politics.
Ida W.
professional Mrs.
years'
Cunningham who is chairman of the Booth of Metcalf, Arizona; Principal
ONLY
CUBS MADE
DESTRUCTION
ONE HIT important judiciary committee, is con- W. B. McFarland of Silver City; Mrs.
AND
DEATH
servative, but stands on a platform Mary McGinn of East Las Vegas, and
'
-for all measures of the peo- Mary E. Haskett of WTagon Mound.
!
declaring
,
code. Weinberger,
ple's
of Globe, County First Grade Fred H. Bailey,
Many Lives Lost fit Havana, Up to the Ninth Inning And chairman of the executive committee,
Clovis; R. C Bonney, Springer; May
Bender Never Was in
Pinar Del Rio and Other
which will consider the recall, Is for jBueJl, Mesilla; Nancy Crossland, Ros- j
It. The personnel of the railroad com- well; T. N. Russell.
Better Trim,
Points.
Estancia: Lewis
mittee is conservative, except Jones, R. Haight, Cuervo; Mrs. Iva Hall, Ell-d- a
of Maricopa, who is very progressive.
; Mabel Henrichson,
Malaga; MarPhiladelphia, Oct. 17 Philadelphia Jones, who is
Havana, Oct. 17. The cyclone that
chairman, favors the vin Holland, Reserve; Grace Jeffrey,
won
the
for
the
world's
first
game
continued
returned late
yesterday
election of the railway commission in- Tucumcari;
Mary Kelley, Demlng;
throughout the night and early this championship by a score of 4 to 1. stead of making it appointive for the Gertrude Kootz,
Deming; Mrs. Hattie
was
never
in
Bender
trim
better
and
The
forenoon with increased fury.
reason that the recall may then be ap- Dye. Heaton;
Josephine Sandusky,
UP t0 tne ninth inning Chicago only
at
time
was
than
any
if
stronger
needed.
gale
plied
Willard; Myra Seymour, Deming:
since Thursday morning. There was made one hit- - Bender struck out
The reading of the rules came the Mrs. Edith Sparling, Tucumcari; O.
was
0vera11
eihtby
replaced
first thing in the morning
a heavy loss of life and a great
session. B. Staples, Portales; Matilda Thomp?"tyre after th,e Athletics made six Winsor read for fifteen minutes and son, Fannington; Bismarck Turner,
of property was damaged.
hits and scored three runs.
then got tired and Franklin finished Knowles; Virgie Rice Worrell East
Headed for Gulf Coast.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 17. Battery, them. They were a little too intri- Las
Vegas; Edith Martin, Gallup; C.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 17. Advices Bender and Thomas; Chicago, Overall cate for
rapid digestion and the dele- F. Miller. Carthage; Elizabeth Wailes,
received by the Louisville weather and Kling.
gates refused to consider them till Dayton; Mae Mixwln, Ranger Lake.
bureau this morning from the Gulf
The Game in Detail,
there could be printed copies to pore County First Grade upon satisfactory
observations are that the hurricane
1st inning with one out Sculte
over at their leisure. Crutchfield did statement of institute attendance
has been blowing in the Gulf led, but out trying to steal. No runs, object to one clause of the rules
Mrs. J. H. Mowrer,
Naravisa; Ida
of Mexico has either attained record
Second Inning. Chicago no runs, that referring to reconsideration. "I May Rudd,
Arizona;
Springerville,
breaking proportion or is a twin Baker knocked two bagger to left field think that twenty-fou- r
hours is too Katherine Rudd, Springerville, Arihurricane with, two centers unparal- - and was sacrificed to third by Davis; short a time in which to cut off all re- zona; Caroline Bell. Hudson; Anna
leled in
meteorolgical annals. At Murphy singled and Baker scored. consideration," he said.
Stratton, Warrensburg, Mo.; .J. C.
Key West, at 7 o'clock, the velocity Murphy stole second and scored or
Johnson, Monument; Ola Easley, Kenof the wind was 65 miles an hour, with Bender's single after Barry had made WOULD DIVORCE
ton, Oklahoma.
the wind, ra n and tide increasing. The second out. Struck out foul fly. Two
CHARLES F. LUMMIS.
Incorporation.
tide at Galveston was one foot above runs.
Incorporation papers were filed tonormal. The center of the hurricane
Third inning. Chicago no runs. Discovers Affinity Record In Hus- day by the Farmers' Irrigation Comseemed to be to the southwest of Flor- - Lord wt twQ Dagger in right center
pany of Langton, Roosevelt county.
band's
Diary
The capitalization is $250,000 divided
Observatories expect
Ida peninsula.
fl nnllir.s
sacrlflCed him to third.
Formest Resident of New
into 20,833 shares of $12 each. The
the storm center to reach the Florida He scored moment later on Baker's
Mexico.
directors and
severe
are:
Incorporators
Unusually
peninsula tonight.
single. Davis struck out. Baker out
Charles N. Joyner of Lacy, president:
weather Is looked for along the entire attempting to steal. One run.
San
Calf., Oct. 17. Mrs. W. A. Silter of Langston, vice presiGulf coast.
Fourth inning. No runs. Mclntyre Charles Francisco,
F. Lummis, of Los Angeles, dent; S. W. Miller of Langston, secreMany are Dead.
replaced Overall for Chicago.
has begun proceedings for divorce. tary: L. M. Tinker, of Lacy, treasurer;
custom
Oct. 17. The
Havana,
Fifth inning. No runs.
She has been here for several months, Pearl Payton of Lacy; P. J. Ketter of
house and wail houses are flooded
Sixth inning. No runs.
much of the time staying with Mrs. Langston; J. W. Lemon of Melrose;
main
has
and the oof of the
building
Seventh Inning. Barry made re- Phoebe A. Hearst. Mrs. Lummis re- R. A. Tinker of Lacy; Mrs. L. M. Tinbeen blown away. The national obser- - markable stop 0f Schreckard's boun- - fuses to
make public her grounds for ker of Lack, each 80 shares.
vatory reports that the disturbance Is der retjrjng runner at first and Ba- Notary Public Appointed.
rumor has It that the sepbut
divorce,
Governor Mills today appointed W.
only beginning and will last 24 hours. ker' duplicated play with Hoffman's aration from her
husdistinguished
R. McOill of La Lande,
Wire communication with the interior gr0under. No runs. Schekard pulled band is due to the
Rooosevelt
discovery of her county, a
is cut off and the situation outside of Murphy's long fly off ropes in center, husband's
notary
public.
written
in
diary,
Spanish
to
Contie city is in doubt. The town of x0 runs for Philadelphia.
and Greek,
details of his love Delegates
Battabano is said to blunder water! Eighth Inning. Chicago, No runs, affairs with giving
gress.
affinities.
many
Whereas, the 21st annual session of
many feet. Many lives were lost ac- wltn tw0 out Collins walked, went to
Lummis is recognized as an authorthe
to
Commercial
cording to reports. A report from tnra- on Mclntyre's wild throw
on southwestern history and archity
Congress, will convene in the city of
Regla says that many persons were chance to catch him off first and aeology, and
a
valuable
gave
recently
San
Antonio, Texas, November 224
killed there! It is rumored that a scored when Baker hit two bagger to collection of Indian curios and
Span- 1910:
great number of sailors and longshore- - center. This was Baker's third hit. ish boks to the Southwestern Museum.
Now, therefore, I, William J. Mills.
men have been drowned in the harbor. Philadelphia one run.
Lummis has had a singular career. Governor of the
Territory of New
Ninth. Tinker singled, took second His first wife was a doctor of medi
Probably most of the fatalities and
by virtue of the authority in
the greatest monetary damage occur- - on strunk's fumbled, and scored on cine. When he broke down as a news Mexico,
me
vested, do hereby appoint as delered in Pinar Del Rio, where the de- - Kling's single. One run.
paper editor in Los Angeles he went gates to said congress the following
Final Score-b- een
struction of Thursday and Friday has
to New Mexico, where he met his named residents of New Mexico:
R. H. E.
added to greatly since last night.
His first wife not only
George Curry, Tularosa; L. Brad1 present wife.
4 7
.
to
.:
is
cane
crop
thought
Philadelphia
The sugar
J. Hager-man- ,
1 agreed to a divorce, but opened her ford Prince, Santa Se; H.
3
1
Chicago
have suffered severely.
house to him and he was married
Roswell ; Thomas D. Burns, Tier-r- a
Florida is Flooded.
there. Lummis was librarian 6f the
Amarrilla; Jose Ortiz y Pino.
bul- - REHEARING IN DENVER
Joshua S. Raynolds, AlbuquerLos Angeles Public Library for six
Miami, Fla.; Oct.
case,
denied.
letins posted here this morning are,
He que; George L. Brooks, Albuquerque:
years, but recently resigned.
John
built a wonderful stone house with his Jesus Romero, Albuquerque;
announcing the approach of the hum-- j
e-tic
Oct.
Washington, D. C
cane and all vessels along the Allan-- '
own
hands In a suburb of Los Angeles, Becker, Belen ; Perfecto Armijo, Alburate
Denver
in
the
hearing
coast were warned to prepare for
querque; J. H.. Crist, Monero; E. A.
was refused today by the su- and recently gave it to the public as Drake.
Socorro; J. S. MacTavish,
severe weather. No trains have arrlv-- cases
a
museum
for
southwestern
antiquiStates.
of
the tnited
court
A. S. Harris, Kingston; C. J.
ed here since Saturday over the Flor- - Pmewill allow an order of the Inter- - ties.
Loughren, Deming;
Ralph C. Ely,
ta Finat Coast Line, being neld ud at' This commerce commissin
reducing
v mo.hniita pntini.niia state
Deming; J. W. Fleming, Silver City;
icago
and St. EDNA LOFTUS THE ACTRESS
H. H. Betts, Silver City; J. Rouault.
COMES TO GRIEF. Jr., Las Cruces; Albert
to go into effect.
to
Louis
Denver,
Fountain, Las
entire country Is flooded.
San Francisco, Oct. 17. Edna Lof-tu- Cruces; R. J. Taupert, Las Vegas; R.
the actress who married Harry S. Connell, Tularosa; Manuel Aragon.
FOSS GETS MAJORITY OF
TURKISH CABINET
ONE IN VOTE BY MAIL. Rhinstone, son of the millionaire Cin- Lincoln; A. .S. Pratt, Carlsbad; Tito
FINANCIAL
CRISIS
FACES
Boston, Oct. 17. Congressman Eu- cinnati brewer, was arrested here to- Melendez, Mora; Margarito Romero,
Constantinople, Oct. 17 The Turk-XT
Fnca roolvoit a TTinlniHtv nf day over trouble with a chauffeur. Las Vegas; Cicero Stewart, Carlsbad:
lsh government Is facing a financial Qne ,n the maI, vote expresglng pref. Rhinstone recently ran amuck in Oak- M. S. Murray, Roswell; Isaac
Davis,
crisis. Three member of the cabinet erence of
d
land, where he' was arrested on the Us Vegas; Robert Martin, Cuchillo;
delegateg of recent
today because of compllca- Btatfi conVention for the nom- - charge of Insanity. He is now In a
tions over the army budget.
sanitarium.
Continued on Page Eight.
lnation for governor.
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Scarlet Fever at Gallup A child of
Mr. and Mrs. Apodaca at Gallup,
county, is ill with scarlet
fever.
H. O. Bursum
Moved His Flocks
has moved ten tnousand of his sheep
to a new range near Quemado, western Socorro county.
Death of Old Timer Jose Cande-lariBaca, for twenty years a resi
dent of Kelly, Socorro county, aiea
His funeral was large
of penumonia.

Flour

Pansy
Bobolink

r

ly

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

attended.

MINOR
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Herring, Frank H. Hereford, T. G.
Norris and A. M. Patterson are all
still prominent in the progress Ari-

Warren, bound to the grand jury on
a murder charge.
Traveling Man Charged With Murder E. G. McNabb, the traveling man
arrested Thursday, charged with the
murder of H. H. Hargis, agent for the
El Paso and Southwestern
railroad,
who was shot and killed from ambush
early Thursday morning, was taken to
Santa Rosa and placed in the jail
there for safe keeping. It was feared
that if McNabb was left in Vaughn
another night that violence would

o

MONDAY,

M

zona is making.
W. A. Rowe, who Was president,
is now at the Soldiers' home near
Los Angeles; Alonzo Bailey makes
Thomas
hig home in Los Angeles;
Davis is in California; T. C. Gordon
resides at Long Beach, and John
Hunt is in Salt Lake.
The membership of the convention
was as follows:
W. A. Rowe, president; Yavapai;
J. W.
H. N. Alevander,
Maricopa;
Alonzo
Bailey,
Anderson,
Pinal;
Gila; William H. Barnes, Pima; Ben
M. Crawford,
Graham; George W.
Thomas Davis,
Cheyney, Cochise;
Pinal; Foster S. Dennis, Mohave;
Thomas Gates, Yuma; W. A. Hart,
Pima; John Hunt, Apache; William
Herring, Cochise; Frank H. Hereford, Pima; T. C. Gordon, Maricopa;
Art McDonald, Yuma; T. G. Norris,

CITY TOPICS

I

Solid Comfort In

fcast
East Vaughn is Incorporated
sucVaughn, Guadalupe county, was
17.
Colo., Oct.
Denver,
cessful in its second effort to incorThe forecast is fair weather
will hold its first municipal
aud
porate
WE'GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
Tuesday with
tonight and
election on November 8.
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH
frost in north portion tonight,
Another Editorial Change Dr. D.
M. Ausmus who succeeded a. jii. uuiren as editor of the Clovis News, has
Train From South Late Santa Fe
what we promise you if you
Graham;
ac- train No. 10 from the south and west Yavapai; A. M. Patterson,
gone to Nashville, Tennessee, to
M. H.
A.
Cochise;
Marcus
Smith,
Methodist
a
was an hour late this afternoon.
visit our store for
cept the pastorate of
pair of Regal
J. F. Wilson,
H. D. Williams, Maricopa;
A Sad
church.
Message Captain
Shoes.
Smith of the Capitol Coal Yard, to Yuma.
Taos County Gains 30,000 Acres
No. 40
Talaphon
The Questa Gazette says tnat laos day received the sad message an
f Southeast Carnar Plaza. Santa Fa.
OF FRANK CURNS AT
Regal leathers never
THZCAL
county gained 30,000 acres in area ow nouncing the death of his nineteen HOME
WAGON MOUND ON FIRE.
between
Brook
at
.lackson
lines
son
old
the
of
year
a
to
Harry
survey
ing
at the new Ortega buildyour feet. Regals give you
"A near-firthe county and the Maxwell Grant, lyn, New York. Captain Smith will
Satur
excitement
a
little
created
leave
for
this
ing
Brooklyn.
evening
Colfax county.
snug, easy fit no pinching, no loose
Burro Responsible for Death A day night, but fortunately very little
Census Enumerator a Bride At El
Mrs.
a
and
of
Mr.
the engine
damage was done.
rubbing,
you are
Paso, Texas, Miss Carrie Whitehill, small burro derailed
who took the census of Silver City, Santa Fe train at Greenfield, near Curns, formerly of Santa Fe, who have
s,
or
standing
walking JZ32
Fireman J. E. Sauter sus rooms in the building, decided that
was married to Tgantius J. Stauber. Roswell.
the floors in their rooms needed a lit- After today the young couple will be tained injuries from which he died.
are
all
A
always
day long, Regals
tie attention, so proceeded to give
President of W. C. T. U. Held Up
"at home" in Silver City.
Stylish,
comfortable
Comfort'
always stylish
Teico Has $5,000 Fire K. K. Run. Mrs. S. C. Nutter, president of the them a coat of oil. Not being expert
ablt
nels' lumber yard m Texico sunereu New Mexico W. C. T. U. was held up in the work, they got the oil on a litand serviceable.
Men's
loss from fire of $5,000 worth or by foot pads at Albuquerque who took tle too thick in spots. Then to re
kegal
8L
lumber and buildings. Through the her hand bag containing $45 and made move the surplus, a cloth, dipped in
heroic efforts of citizens the fire was off with it.
was rubbed over the spots,
gasoline
With
stopped from spreading to other build
Robbery Antonio and the cloth afterwards thrown into
Charged
ines.
and a closet.
Mr. and Mrs. Curns then
Hernandez, his son Salvadore,
SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.
Former Raton Resident Refugio Aguilar were arrested at Al left the rooms and went down town.
Another
Killed Henry London, the only negro buquerque yesterday on the charge of About an hour later, when they rewho was killed in the Starkville coal having robbed Eugenio Lopez, whose turned, they found the room filled
mine disaster, "was a former resident clothes had been torn off by highway with smoke. As no blaze was visible,
f Bolnn liVo AllZUSt HedQUBSt. JT, men wno secured ?l'7a he had con
the source of the smoke was hard to
who was among those who met death oealed in the lining of his vest.
discover, but at last they found that
F"l ies are
mine.
in the
a Burden Flies, hun- - the cloth that had been, dipped in the
The Boy Carried a Gun A boy, dreds thousands, millions of them, are gasoline had caught fire, presumably
oau-named Funk, at Hagerman, was
and
Uf
maki
hurden for the house from spontaneous combustion,
a re
ly wounded by the discharge of
wife. Just why the flies should be so had started a fire on the closet floor.
MMIUFACTURER
Is the kind you get
volver he was carrying in nis pocnei. prominent in household affairs in this The fire was extinguished without difThe bullet passed downward through cold weather, is not well understood.
insured.'
well
ficulty. The building is
f you buy from us.
JEWELER
his thigh for twelve inches and then Certain it is the frost did not bother
Wagon Mound Pantograph.
into the other leg making an ugi
You will also get a
them, for one woman threw all the
wound.
and windows of her home open POLICEMEN MUST BE
doors
Bert
Mother
Kill
His
"'y",' "i'uppiin ""3
Attempted to
heater that w i 1
GENTLE AND KIND.
last night, hoping that Jack. Frost
'
Fulkerson, at Springer, Colfax coun- would
Denver, Colo., Oct. 17. There was
sign the death warrant for
burn less fuel and
ty, attempted to kill his mother by
But when she ex- a gasp in the police department. It
wretched
fly.
every
She
her.
strangling and smothering
and
rules
New
amined the dining room this morning was a prolonged gasp.
radiate more heat
escaped his clutches and application
she found the flies brisker than ever. regulations, cautioning the police to
the
into
examine
to
made
TO
ORDER
been
has
DONE
rath
than anyother make
EVE RY DESCRIPTION Of WORK IN OUR LINE
They seemed to have enjoyed a tonic be kind, gentle and persuasive,
young man's sanity.
er than pugnacious and arbitrary,
not
did
wave
cold
and
bath
the
air
and
MOUNTED
GAME HEADS
on the market.
Railroad to Dam Site Night
the fire and poon the fease them a bit. Flies are exceeding- were promulgated by
in pamph
day, the work is being pushed
distributed
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
board
and
lice
of
at
the
this time
railroad from Cutter to the Engle dam ly dangerous and
let form to the members of the force
f year they carry certain germs which
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
site, Sierra county. More than
furs and hides for rugs and robes
by Chief of Police Armstrong.
of
some
for
the
be
is
work
completed
may
responsible
of the rock
The rules and regulations make po
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
rounds.
the
and all of the earthwork of the grade ill health that is making
lice work simpler than simplified
is finished. By December 1, the work
man who
Laundry in the Postoffice The cur-- j ..)eim(r
Any
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
of laying steel is to commence.
ious sight of a bundle of starched col would prefer being a policeman to a
Marriage License Refused
SANTA FK, N, M,
lars and cuffs or a shirt, may now be boilermaker may learn the details of
PHONE
Our line is composed of th" cpl'tra
436 CANON
ROAD
BLACK 19
Gallegos, an orphan, aged 18, was seen at the local postoffice morgue the work In two hours (it would take
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns coal or
refused a marriage license at sama where stranded letters and postals that long to read all the rules). They
on
17,
wood equally well.
aged
Lucero,
to
homi
Carlonina
from
Rosa,
form a frame for this unique pack define all ordinary crimes,
mar
mommf nf his extreme youtn.
After reading
some one leit me launary in me cides to motorcycles.
age,
to Ramon office and
Come in and let us point out to you the
this is the means of identify- the booklet an average man should
riage license was granted
a
Isabel
Royhal,
and
no
in
21,
have
distinguishing
difficulty
Barza, aged
superiorty of the Coles.
ing it. There are several interesting
a hand organ.
from
mesmonkey
aged 17.
interesting
bearing
!
postals
Democratic Official Indicted for Em- sages but the writer was so interested
bezzlementBenjamin R. Clark, for- in what he had to say that he for- To Whom it May Concern;
mer treasurer of Graham county, AriPlease take notice that the under"hone
Phone It
WS9warco!S We have it. No.
got to address it. One of the cards
4,
zona, and a prominent Democratic which is held up for a name is ad- signed has been duly appointed and
estate
leader of the neighboring territory, dressed to "Dear Carrie" and states has qualified as executrix of the
at
counts
has been indicted on four
of John P. Victory, deecased, and all
coun- that the writer is in Santa Fe and that
Globe, for the embezzlement of
persons having claims against the eswhich
is
feet
altitude
7,200
this
city's
ty funds. He was chief clerk of the is more than 1,000 feet higher than Mt. tate of said John P. Victory should
last legislative assembly.
Dear Carrie, however, present such claims to the unedsigned
Met Violent Death John Lee, son Washington.
I
PALACE
not
incorrect statement, executrix within the time prescribed
will
read
this
AND RETAIL
DAY 4 NIGHT 130 RED
125 AVE
of Captain and Mrs. Joan L,ee, oi
law.
PHONK
the
postmaster is told to whom by
Lincoln county, was kill- unless
White
M.
Oaks,
MARY
VICTORY,
DONE
AND SATISFACTORILY
RATON
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY
which severed his to send the missive. Another card is
Executrix.
ed by a cave-iYANKEE
and
to
Louis
a
sent
St.
says
girl
was
47
years
head from his body. He
the Goddess Fortune
CERR1LLOS
old and leaves a wife and six children. something about
luck. The
her
mangood
very
bringing
similar
a
killed
in
was
A brother
but she did
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steem Coal.
ner some years ago in the North goddess may be all right
not deliver the goods, as the card
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Homestake mine at White Oaks.
Carlsbad Grand Jury Breaks Re- landed in the morgue.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. A B. F. Depot.
cordsThe grand jury concluded its
CONSTIARIZONA'S
FIRST
return
85
after
fall session in Carlsbad
Telephone
Telephone 85
TUTIONAL CONVENTION.
ing a( trim hills and about five "no
bills." It was in session eight days
24 E SAN FRAN61SC0 ST1
lact net was to have its picture Met In September 1891 The Funda
taken from the front door of the) mental Law it Drafted was AdoptSOLE AGENTS FOR
ed by Overwhelming Majority.
The findings oi tnis jury
courthouse.
s
Men's
(nailed) - - 75c
bfreak all previous records In Eddy
Ladies' half soles - - - - 50c
second
consti
The
of
the
meeting
county.
50c
Rubber heels reKilled in El Paso Saloon Private tutional convention at Phoenix
FIRST CLASS WORK
Aa a Protection for yourself demand an Abstrac- t- l o you know whether
death
his
met
Desmond
.Insenh T.
calls the first convention ever held
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
GUARANTEED.
you have an absolute title to the property itnlcb vou now own?
caused
from concussion of the brain
in Arizona for the purpose of draftin
either by the blows on the head
Of the first conleing a constitution.
Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT
the Coney Island saloon, or from strik- stitutional convention the Phoenix
-ance Agency
Furnished
the
in
a
ty
gate
head
against
ing his
Democrat
says:
TexEl
at
Paso,
saloon
Salt and Seeds
Oregon street
In September of 1891, twenty-onTel Black 76
Santa Pe.N.M
Catron Block
as This was the evidence developed of the brainiest of the
territory's res
of Edward
hearing
the
at
preliminary
idents got together and framed a conTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE.GRA1N HOUSE IN SANTA PE.
he only
For
stitution.
It was shortly afterward
of
Toledo,
of
Ohio, City
State
vote
an overwhelming
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by
class
tonsorial
first
ss.
Lucas County.
parlor
Fe.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that and taken to Washington.
Santa
in
It
At
the
ago,
years
twenty
time,
ho is senior nartner of the firm of
ASSURED
SATISFACTION
to
OUR NEW FITCH
s
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business loked as if Arizona was about
FIRST CLASS
TREATMENT
and be admitted. In order to save time
in the City of Toledo, County
State aforesaid, and that said firm and to be prepared for entrance to is
guaranteed to cure, (not only
Saddle Horses
HACK SERVICE
will nay the sum of ONE HUNDRED the Union, the convention was called
Dandruff, falling hair &
relieve,
DOLLARS for each and every case of and performed its labors.
We also
Needless to say. Arizona was not other scalp irritations.
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
line
of
all the
a
carry
complete
Cure.
constitution
Catarrh
passHall's
use of
admitted, and the
FRANK J. CHENEY,
popular hair and facial tonics
ed into history.
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
Several of the men of that convenHERPICIDE.DE LUXE QUININE &
in my presence, this 6th day ot De tion have gone to their reward with
BATHS BATHS BATHS
cember, A. D., 1886.
out the realization of an ambition
in
in
of
fjtftMH.iaiim!W
A. W. GLEASON,
that their beloved territory might
HOBBS LAUNDRY
'
Agents
Public.
Notary
be placed on an equal footing with Phone us,
1 (Seal)
MANUFACTURER OP
wewlllbegladtocallfor your
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- the states of the Union.
laundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
l?1
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night Prices
and acts directly on the blood
ally,
Several ot the men have since fig and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
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S
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Rlcht Oood
and mucous surfaces of the system. ured
All worfe is guaranteed; your
Date Mathads
largely in the affairs of the
free.
testimonials
Servlo.
for
Send
Right
A. Smith
socks are mended and buttons
Marcus
notably
territory,
O.
&
CO., Toledo,
F. J. CHENEY
sewed on you dhirts. without
and J. F. Wilson, who have each repChina
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Don Caspar Avenns
extra
charge.
in
Congress
resented
the
territory
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Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
San Franoltco St.
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RED
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PHONE
PHONE
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as delegate. Ben Crawford,
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

one-hal-

FRANK F. GORMLEY

able-bodie- d

a

MULLIGAN & RISING

U.J....

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
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NICK YANNl'S

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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A

SHOE SHOP

Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
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International Stock Food
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Wood
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KERR'S.
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PLAZA BARBER SHOP
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hack line rssKv,
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Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up
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When Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

f

Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Do you

who, through study and
fitted to treat the illne ss
is
best
Kj Cd U S
training,
successfully. THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

DAiiirA
6
6

heistne one

U U -I

Dtr!nrr
U S II 6 S S
D

compound
"thetomedicine

scientifically
your doctor or- ers. And we are the best fitted through education, e- erience, and facility, to do his biddind.

A-

I

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTi

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

p&e
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NATURE'S

WARNING.

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Kidney
ously,

Ills

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. V

Heed It.
come
quietly

INITIATIVE

1

mysteri-

But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color Is unhealthy
1
there are settlings and sediment,
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney

Why They Are in Contravention of the United States
Constitution

Pills,
To ward off Bright's disease or diabetes.
Doan's ihave done great work In San- ADDRESS

ta

BY

JUDGE

Fe.

J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Pe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's Every State Is Guaranteed a
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
Republican Form of
and they have done me a world of
Government.
good. A dull pain in the small of my
back, sometimes extending into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
Section 4 of article 4 of the Constisuffering, particularly when I took tution of the United States
provides
was
I
cold.
bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain that the United States shall guaranin my back there were symptoms of tee to every state in this Union a
On
inflammation of the bladder.
The Republican form of government.
2 of the Statehood Bill is
the
page
were
colored
secretions
highly
kidney
and when passed were attended with provision that the Constitution of the
a scalding pain. I never used another j new state of New Mexico shall be Reno disremedy that acted as satisfactorily as publican in form and make
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to tinction in civil or political rights on
be just the medicine my case requir- account of race or color, and shall
ed and tlhe complete cure they brought not be repugnant to the Constitution
has led me to recommend them on of the United States and the principles of the Declaration of Independmore than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ence.
n
cents.
The Encyclopedia of Law and ProCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United cedure, Volume 34, page 1622 defines
a Republican form of government as
States.
Remember the name Doan's and follows:
tuke no other.
administered by
"A government
representatives chosen or appointed
Notice of Administration,
by the people or by their authority;
Estate of the late Antonio J. Ortiz. a government by the people, through
Notice is hereby given that the under-- 1 representatives appointed by them to
signed have this 3rd day of Septem-- i the various departments executive,
ber, 1910, been appointed by the pro- legislative, judicial, as provided
bate Judge of the county of Santa Fe, either by direct vote or through some
Territory of New Mexico, administra- intervening officer or body by them
tors of said estate. All persons in- selected and appointed by direct vote
debted to said estate are hereby re- for the purpose; a government which
quested to pay their bills at once derives all its power directly or indiotherwise suit will be brought against rectly from the great body of the peothem. All persons who may have ple, and is administered by persons
claims against the said estate are re- holding their offices through pleasure
quested to present same, within one for a limited period, or during good
sovyear, to the unedrsigned or to Benja- behavior; a state in which the
min M. Read, attorney for the estate ereign power resides in the whole
for examination and approval or re- body of the people, and is exercised
by representatives selected by them;
jection.
one in which the people select themLAZ DTJRAN DB ORTIZ,
selves who are to make their laws;
JUAN ORTIZ,
one constructed on the principle that
Administrators.
the supreme power resides in the powBenjamin M. Read, Attorney for the er of the people."
Estate.
For these definitions numerous cases are cited from the Supreme Court
of the United States and the Supreme
Appellate Courts of many of the
LAONOBY and
states.
Under the provision of Section 4 of
4 of the Constitution which
Article
Best Laundry Work
provides that the Constitution of the
States shall guarantee to every
basket leaves Monday Tuesday United
state a Republican form of governReturns Thursday nnd Friday. ment, I find that the Supreme Court
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop of the United States has twice construed the term 'Republican form of
Mrs.PO. BROWN Agent
government' as meant in that section
of the Constitution; first, in the case
23
Phone No
Rpd
of Minor vs. Happersett, 21 Wallace
175. This opinion was written by Mr.
Justice Miller, a very able judge, who
Don't Do It Yourself.
t
says:
"The guaranty is of a Republican
form of government. No particular
government is designated as Republican, neither is the exact form to be
guaranteed in any manner especially
designated. Here as In other parts of
the instrument, we are compelled to
resort elsewhere to ascertain what
was intended.
The guaranty necessarily Implies the duty on the part
of the states themselves to provide
All of the states
such a government.
had governments when the constitution was adopted. In all, the people
prescribed to some extent, through
their representatives elected In a
You are sure to make a blunder of manner
These
provided.
especially
it and maybe spoil something. Besides governments the constitution did not
you will lose more time than you can change. They were accepted preciseis therefore, to
afford in trying to clean or press your ly as they were, and it were
such as It
be presumed that they
own clothes. Send them to us and was the
duty of the states to provide.
the job will be done easily, quickly, Thus we have unmistakable evidence
thoroughly and economically. Besides, of what was Republican in form withof the term as emit will be seen by your friends that in the meaning
Constitution."
in
the
ployed
it was done by a professional and not This same term "Republican form
an amateur. Is not that worth some- of government" was again construed
thing.
by the Supreme Court of the United
l,
States in the case of Duncan vs.
the opinion being written by
Julius
Tailor.
Mr. Chief Justice Fuller, the very
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues. eminent judge who was so recently
stricken by death. This case Is found
in 139 U. S. Supreme Court Reports
We Have Built Up
at page 449, 35 Law Ed. at page 219.
I quote from page 224 of the Lawyers'
Foster-Milbur-

mm

For

Mc-Cal-

Muralter,

Ed.:

our Paint business ty giving only the
best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
is made of the best White Lead end
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and" smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade In the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other
kinds.
well-groun- d

Charles W. Dudrow

"By the Constitution, a Republican
form of government Is guaranteed to
every state in the Union, and the distinguishing feature of that form is the
right of the people to choose their
own officers for governmental administration, and pass their own laws in
virtue of the legislative power reposed
in representative bodies whose legitimate acts may be said to be those of
the people themselves; but while the
people are themselves the source of
political power, their governments,
national and state, have been limited
by written constitutions, and they
have themselves thereby set bound to
their own power as against the sudden impulses of a mere majority."
Of course, I do not intend to say
nor be understood as leaving the Impression that the Supreme Court of
the United States In either of the
above named cases was referring in
any manner to the initiative and ref
erendum. What I do say is they were
construing the term Republican form
of government as it appears In Section 4 of Article 4 of the Constitu-
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tion of the United States. The ques- by New Mexico meets with the retion of whether or not the initiative quirements of that bill, and it seems
and referendum are contrary to this to me that as a purely legal question
clause in the Constitution of the Uni- if is worthy of considerable thought.
ted States has never been passed upon
by that court. The Supreme Court of FREAK CONSTITUTION WILL
the state of Oregon, however, has
BE TURNED DOWN.
passed directly on the question, and
held that the initiative and referen- Washington
Correspondent Sounds
dum did not make the form of governWarning to New Mexico and
ment unrepublican. I want to be
Arizona Statesmen.
perfectly fair by saying that the matCleveland, Ohio, News.)
(From
ter was squarely before that court,
and 'that the Supreme Court of OreWashington, D. C, Oct. 17. "New
gon has held contrary to the views Mexico and Arizona were advanced
which I entertain; namely, that the
statehood," said President Taft
constitution with the initiative and toward
in his recent New York speech, in his
rcierendiuii is not the republican formj
of
of government contemplated by the enumeration of the achievements
the
and
administrathe
last
Congress
Constitution of the United States.
This question also came before the tion. "Advanced toward statehood,"
Supreme Court of California in the he said, not "admitted to statehood."
Which will probably come as surcase of in re Pfahler, the question be'
ing whether or not a provision of the prise to many intelligent observers
charter of the city of Los Angeles, of current events, who took it for
which contains the initiative, was re- - granted that the acts of Congress dealpublican in form. The Supreme Court ing with the two territories in quesrefused to pass directly upon the. tion admitted them automatically to
question, claiming that that question statehood and that nothing remained
was not before the court, the Consti- to be done but to sew a couple of adtution of the state was not involved, ditional stars into the flag and emit a
but merely the constitutionality of few patriotic whoops when the arrival
charter of Los Angeles, and that of the Fourth of July makes the procourt held by a large majority of the ceedings complete.
judges that the clause in the ConstiAs a matter of fact, although there
tution of the United States had no is
to indicate that Arizona
reference to the said charter, but re- andnothing
New Mexico will not be
ferred only to state constitutions and
members of the sisterhood
in so deciding, held that whether or
when
day conies round
Independence
not a state constitution was contrary
a possibility that
to this provision of the federal consti again; yet there is
tution was a political question for they may not be stars then, or for
a year or two thereafter.
Congress and not for the courts to
For the President and Congress
decide. One of the judges of the Cali
that
fornia courts however. Judge McFar--j were alarmed by the situation
land, in the last named case filed a arose as the result of the admission
dissenting opinion which will be of Oklahoma.
Freak Constitution.
found at page 279, Volume 88, Pacific
When provision was made for the
Reporter, (the majority opinion being at page 270 of the said volume). admission of Oklahoma, it was furIn his dissenting opinion Judge Mc- - ther provided that the election of
Farland says:
state officers and the adoption of a
"I will not slop to discuss a forcible constitution by the people should be
contention by counsel for the peti- accomplished as one event. As a retioner that the provision of the char- sult, the best judgment of, the new
ter under consideration is violative of citizens of the republic was concencertain parts of our state constitu- trated on neither one nor the other
tion, because, in my opinion, the pro- function,
was
and a constitution
vision is violative of that part of the apopted which President Roosevelt
Constitution of the United States, said provided for everything except
shall the kind of tooth
which declares that Congress
powder the citizens
guarantee to each state a republican of the new state should use, and to
form of government.
It is in my which President Taft has on several
judgment an error and incorrect view occasions referred as a "zoological
of that provision of the United States
Constitution to hold that it concerns garden."
The act of Congress left a rather
Congress alone and that a state may
violate it at its law so long as Con loose power of veto in the hands of
President Roosevelt, but to exercise
gress does not choose to interfere.
it seemed out of the
and
The provision declares a great con- Oklahoma was allowed question,
to come in,
stitutional principle, and must be observed by all coming within its pur- zoological constitution and all, but
view.
The correct construction is with many grimaces on the part of
that given by the United States Su those who had a patriotic interest in
preme Court in Minor vs. Happersett, the ceremonies.
Delegates Elected.
21 Wallace, 162, where it said:
But President Taft and the present
"The guarantee necessarily imposes a duty on the part of the states Congress profited by the experience,
themselves to provide such a govern- and the new enabling act contains
ment. Therefore, every act done by a safeguards which will, it is hoped
state which is inconsistent with and and believed, prevent a repitition of
violative of the theory of a republican the Oklahoma proceedings.
In the first place, provision was
form of government is invalid."
Now. what is a republican form of made for constitutional conventions
government? These words are notj in both Arizonato and New Mexico, and
these 5? in the case
defined in the
Constitution itself. the delegates
Like other words used in that instru- of Arizona and 100 for New Mexico
have already been elected. These
ment, we must look for their meaning to the general and usual source conventions will be held respectively
and authorities which determine the in Phoenix and Santa Fe within a
signification of English words and very short time.
phrases. An examination of this
Within from GO to 90 days after
source leaves no doubt as to the the adjournment of the constitutional
meaning of the phrases in question. conventions the constitution prepared
It is defined in the Federalist in leg will be submitted to a vote of the peoislative debates, and judicial opinions. ple. At that election no other quesIn text books of the law and in the
tion will be submitted to the electorStandard dictionaries of the language. ate to subordinate
interest in the con1 shall not quote from these authoriThe two problems of
ties. The meaning of the phrases as stitution itself.
derived from these words is correctly a constitution and a set of state ofand concisely stated in Webster's ficers will be submitted separately.
And after the constitution has been
Dictionary as follows:
if it is so ap'A state in which the sovereign approved by the people
to run the
will
it
still
have
proved
of
the
a
in
whole
body
power resides
of Congress and the Presipeople is exercised by representatives gauntlet
selected by them." A republican dent. For the statehood act reserves
form of government is one in which that right to the Congress, not spethe people select those who are to cifically making the approval of conmake their laws, and is radically dif- gress necessary, but reserving its
ferent from a pure democracy in right to disapprove, and make it inwhich the people collectively and as cumbent on the President to approve
their own original act make the laws or veto the constitution as his judgand whenever under our American ment and conscience may dictate.
system of republican government, a
Flag With 48 Stars.
state undertakes to destroy the rep
until two months after the
Not.
resentative system, and install In Its President's final action will there be
place, as the law making power the an election of state officers in the
people either acting in a mass meet- new states. Upon
receiving formal
ing or enacting laws by ballot in their notification of the result of this elecoriginal capacity, It undertakes to do tion the President will Issue his procan unconstitutional thing, which is
lamation, on the appearance of which
void."
the states shall be deemed to have
The learned judge goes on at some been
admitted. Then, on the Fourth
conand
strain
same
in
the
length
of July next succeeding, the United
cludes by saying: "It admits the very
evil .which the representative form of States will have a new flag, containing
48 stars.
government was intended to guard
Under the provisions of the state-hoagainst. I cannot refrain from ex
act Phoenix and Santa Fe will
pressing regret at the apparent readiness of many of the people of this remain the capitals of Arizona and
state to abandon permanent features New Mexico respectively until 1926.
of our American system of govern Arizona, with Is population of approxment, the wisest and best system ever imately 200,000 it had a population
yet devised and put Into successful of 122,931 under the census of 1900
operation."
will be allowed one representative in
Under the authorities above cited I the House of Representatives of Conthink I am justified in saying that it gress.
is a question whether or not the initiNew Mexico, whose population In
ative and referendum if adopted by
the state of New Mexico would be re- 1910 according to census figures al
Is 327,396, will
publican in form and not repugnant ready made public
to the Constitution of the United have two members of the House. Of
States as the Enabling Act declares course, each state will have two Unitit shall be. If as the California court ed States senators, and it was on this
holds it a political question for Con- account that the proposed admission
gress to decide, who can say that Con of the two new states encountered its
gress will hold such a provision con greatest opposition, more especially
stitutional? and if it be a judicial among members of the Republican
'
question who can say that the Su party.
preme Court of the United States will
hold that it is In violation of Section
IN THE
4 Article 4 of the Constitution of the NEWSPAPERMEN
FIELD OF POLITICS.
United States?
That either of those bodies have the
Seventeen Who Have Seats
power and authority to do so is un- Another
In Congress, Legislature or Hold
come
matter
should
the
questionable
Other Positions of Honor.
before them in the proper proceeding.
(American Press.),
By the Enabling Act Congress ex-

pressly reserved the right to pass upon whether the Constitution adopted
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CATARRH

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

A SYSTEMIC BLOOD DISEASE
Catarrh is not merely an affection
of the mucous membranes; it is a
blood disease in which the
entire circulation and greater part of
the S3'stem are involved.
It is more
commonly manifested in the head,
nose and throat, because of the sensitive nature of these membranes, and
also because they are more easily
reached by irritating influences from
the outside. The symptoms of Cadeep-seate-

d

tarrh, such as a tight feeling in the
head, nose stopped up, throat clogged
and dry, hacking cough, etc., show
that the tiny blood vessels of the mucous membranes are badly congested
and inflamed from the impurities in
the circulation. To cure Catarrh permanently the blood must be purified
and the system cleansed of all unhealthy matter.
Nothing equals
S. S. S. for this purpose.
It attacks
the disease at its
head, goes down
to the bottom of
the trouble and
makes acomplete
and lasting cure
by PURIFYING
the blood. Then
the inflamed
membranes beein
to heal, the head is cleared, breathing
becomes natural and easy, the throat
is no longer clogged, and every unpleasant symptom of the disease disappears. S. S. S. is the greatest of all
blood purifiers, and for this reason is
the most certain cure for Catarrh.
Book on Catarrh and medical advice
free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., AtlnU, Oa.
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RIDE IN THE MOON

ment. And still the muckrakers say
it's a bad government.
It
that
ers
deal

looks as thought the broadsides
have been hurled at various leadand factions have been a good
of plain editorial rivalry.
In the meantime business seems to
be going along, the sun reports for
duty each day, and more newspaper
men are trying for congressional honors.
United States Senator Oliver of
Pittsburg has been a newspaper man
since lyiJO. With his millions he
and is inbought the Gazette-Time- s
terested in the Chronicle-TelegrapCongressman William S. Bennet ot
Xew York was on the business staff
of the Port Jervis (N. Y.) Gazette, securing his training on how to save
postage stamps by being on the business end rather than the editorial
staff of the newspaper. Congressman
Bennet is rich today.
Knows a Good Story.
Congressman George X. Southwick
of Albany, N. Y., is a real newspaper
man. He knows a story a mile away,
for he reported the doings of the New
York legislature for the Associated
Press and was managing editor of the
Albany Express and the Albany Evening Journal.
Frederick R. Toombs, a member of
the New York legislature, learned the
business by reading exnewspaper
changes. Then he became an authority on sporting events, but gave up re
porting prize fights to write novels.
Samuel Walker
Congressman
is a Republican and served as
editor in chief of the Boston Daily
Advertiser.
Congressman Richard Bartholdt ot
St. Louis is a practical newspaper
man. He worked for various eastern
newspapers and when he went to Congress was editor of the St. Louis
Tribune.
Congressman Charles F. Scott of
Kansas broke into the newspaper
business at Iola, Kan. He secured a
share in the Weekly Register in 18S2
and in 1S97 changed the paper into a
daily and has since been the publisher and editor.
Congressman Albert F. Dawson of
Iowa, worked on the Advance
at
Preston, la., and later became city
editor of a Clinton (la.) paper.
Congressman Henry A. Barnhart Is
the editor and publisher of the Roch
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ester (Ind.), Sentinel.
Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin, is
editor of a weekly carrying his name.
Senator Shively of Indiana,

got his

Rabbet Stamps

start in life as a newspaper man. He
saved money and now helps save the

government.
A Real Live Reporter.
Congressman Charles A. Korbly of
Indianapolis, was a real live reporter.
He worked for the Madison Herald
for three years.
Congressman S. C. Smith of Bakers-field- ,
Cal., broke into the newspaper
game in 1886 by the aid of a number
of farmers. The farmers wanted a
paper to protect their water rights,
and Smith was made editor of the
Kern County Echo. In 1897 he returned to the practice of law.
Congressman William D. Jamieson
is publisher of a newspaper in Shenandoah, la.
Herman Ridder of New York City
is editor of the
and
has been active in politics for many
years.
Congressman Gilbert M. Hitchcock
is publisher of the Omaha World-He- r
ald.
Congressman William A. Ashbrook
of Johnstown, O.. began his newspaper life at eighteen and is publisher
of the Independent.
For three years
he was secretary of the National Editorial Association.
Congressman Irvine L. Lenroot of
Superior, Wis., has been a court reporter and a newspaper writer for
many years.
D. W. Ravenscroft of Petaluma,
Cal., has been a newspaper man for
more than a score ot yearB. He now
wants to be state printer of California,
Congressman William R. Ellis of
Oregon broke into the newspaper
business in Hamburg, la. He moved
to Oregon, where he was superintend
ent of schools and district attorney.
Seventeen more newspaper men in He was recently defeated for another
addition to the list printed last week term in Congress at the primaries,
are herewith presented who saved the
government by being free users of A RELIABLE MEDICINE NOT
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bound,
train
from
New
Orleans
10 cents lower.
giand lodge.
Natives $2.304.30;,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero is due here this morning was wrecked western $2.754.35; yearlingB $4.30f3
THE SEASON IN
CLOAKS
today receiving congratulations upon last night 110 miles east of of here. 5.40; lambs native $1.50(57.00; westhis fifty-firRANGING IN, PRICE FROM
To
birthday anniversary. One car was derailed and turned nver ern $4.756.85.
The governor does not look his years The six Pullman cars remained on
the
THE
AGE
FOR
LITTLE
but nevertheless has had an import- track. No fatalities are
reported, but
ant hand for many years in shaping two passengers were
2 TO
seriously
injured.
the destinies of the commonwealth.
H
E
Fresh Baltimore Oysters
Mrs. A. M. Bergere, who underwent
HATS AND CAPS FOR BoTH BoYS
a serious surgical operation at the
AND
GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
Mayo Brothers' hospital in Rochester,
EVERY
THURSDAY
Minnesota, is rapidly
STYLES AND COLORS,
PRICES To
convalescing
MONEY AND METALS.
and is expected back in Santa Fe
xew York, Oct. 17. Call money 2
SUIT
EVERYBODY.
Former District Clerk A
Thursday.
prime paper 5
Amal.
M. Bergere, her husband, is with her.
A SMALL SUPPLY OF
71
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
Atch 105
N. Y. C. 11C
Among the delegates at Albuquer153
S.
Reading
P.
119
P.
que yesterday were James G. Fitch of
tj.
AND THE MOST
BE
pfd. 120.
Socorro, W. D. Murray of Albuquer- 174; Steel 76
SEEN.
New
York, Oct. 17. Standard copque, who was accompanied by Mrs.
FOR CANNING
Murray, and Xestor Montoya. who in per firm, spot 12.4012.60; Dec.
Lead quiet 4.40
Get Them Quick
an interview said that the convention
will complete its labors in seven 4.50; Silver 56
WOOL MARKET
weeks.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 17. Wool qiuet,
California Tomatoes
"Captain and Mrs. Fred Fornoff nf
Santa Fe arrived in Socorro last Rat. territory and western mediums isra
WE ENDEAVOR To
OUR
urday and are guests in the home of 23; fine mediums 1720; fine 1417.
California Grapes
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND fIB
Mrs. Fornoff 's mother. Mrs. Proehe
IN
SUCH
PATRONS
MANNER
AS
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. Wheat Dec.
Howell, on California
street. The
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,
Mary 101
New York Concord Grapes
captain is . recovering quite rapidly 97
urn 4u
from the effects of his recent illness."
May 49
Oats Dec. 30
Socorro Chieftain.
Mnv
Cantain Fnrnnff
i.e
Pork Jan. 17.50; May 16.65.
expects to return to Santa Fe to resume his official duties, on Tuesday
Every iliirjg Obtainable in
Lard Jan. 10.02
Mav 10.07
or Wednesday.
Telephone led 15 and have
Fresh Fruits
R. E. Morrison, the well known at
Ribs Jan. 9.35; May 9.27.
your orders delivered
torney and Republican leader of AriLIVESTOCK.
zona, writes his father, Judge A. L.
Kansas City. Oct. 17.
7W following are suggested to the thirsty as something
Morrison, of this city, that the nlan ceipts 21,000 Including 1,200 southerns.
cool and inviting'
of the Republican minority of the Ari- Market steady. Native steers $4.80
Staple and Fancy Groceries
zona constitutional convention Is to b; soutnern steers ?3.754.50; south
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
formulate a safe and sane constitution emu cows ?z.vog,i.25; native cows
to supply your pvery need
without initiative, referendum or oth and heifers J2.606.50; stockers and
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
er socialistic expedients, submit it to feeders $3.405.75; bulls $3rtx)4.25;
bulls
the convention and upon its being vot
$34.25; calves $3.758f westIT ITS ANYTHING TO EAT
All drinks made from filtered water.
ed on,' to submit it to President ern steers $44.75; western cows
HENRY KRICK. PrABrl.fe.
CALL US UP
Taft and Congress who have the right $2.755.
....
ii I mumugmmnminrtnnimi imomfl
Sheep
to approve it ad to make it the op
Receipts 12,000.
Market
! 5in
steady to 10 lower. Muttnna
ganic. law for the new state.
4.50; lambs $5.506.75; fed wethers
RIPE FRUIT NOW
and yearlings 45.25; fed western
PREPARE FOR FROST
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
ewes $3.404.
SAYS WEATHER MAN.
...
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. Cattle ReBOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
R V.BOYLE Mgr,
ceipts 42,000: market 10 to 1K cpntn
Jack Will Visit Santa Fe Again To- oft. Beeves J4.65Si7.80. Texn otOD,
& COMPANY
CUR Eh DON POULTRY YARDS FRESH LAID EGGS
nightLowest Temperature of
$3.405.70; western steers $4.15
everyday
Season Last Night.
and
4.50; stockers
feeders $4.255.60;
Hure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
Jack Frost will be the guest of San- cows and heifers
are yarded In the orchard under the treeB and fed on clean wholesome food
$2.256.40; calves
ta Fe tonight, according to his ad S7.5010.08.
only. No chance of Tuberculosis srerms nor Ptomaine poison inn.
A FKW KAT HENS FOR EATING.
vance man, the weather prognostics- Hogs
Receipts 30,000;
market
y
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Heater

Now is T hp Time
To Buy Stoves
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CAR-LOA-

,

President

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

"'

'W.

-

'

E. GRIFFIN,

H F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

I'....

)

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc. etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

O

WATSON

C- -

Real Estate

&.

,...,,

COMPANY

Insurance

Surety Bonds

Santa Pe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco

St.

Phone. Ked No. 189

HAND PAINTED CHINA,

thmnJ

j

Upholstered

Leather Rockers,

iission and

and Mahogany Rockers

Oak Dining Room Suits

--

Akers-Wagne-

EXPERT EMBALMERS

DIRECTORS

& FUNER-V-

THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and

Dtjwn Draft

SUPPLY CO.

G'rildrens Dresses Cloaks

He-ha- s

THE

Furniture Co.

r

Hot Blast

NEW

DRE5ES

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

"I

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
00
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175
per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
We are prepared to locate settlers on government land. We have Irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed: men: are;
Invited to correspond with us.

RANCHES
LARGE
AND
SMALL

It

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

NEW

MEXICO,

HATS, VEILS etc.

THoJE

rR0M $1.50

RANCHES,
LARGS
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR

MSSES

FROM YOU,

4,

4.00

rABRICS

or

MISSES

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
ANYTHING SATISFACTION
ANTEEDNEW MANAGEMENT- EQU PMENT COURTEOUS TREATM

$2.25

GUAR-

CL tf AN

$9,00

14 YEARS

E

Hats Made New.

0. 0. SrlAWGO, Propietor

Phone
Red 132

MISSES,

MARKETJfEPORT

East Side
Plaza.

To

UP-TO-D-

QUINCES

12-4- 5

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
TREAT

tt

PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
TURNOUT

THE PRESCRIPTION

.

you'll admit when we Fend
to you. Of course it is.

CLERK

know his business thoroughly
when putting up a prescription.

RIGS
HIRING FIRST-CLASA COMPETENT ' PHARMACIST
is a feature of our livery service.
So if you want a carriage and team puts up our prescriptions.
The ingredients are full strength,
that you can travel in classy company with, send here and engage fresh, and of the best standard
them.
makes. ' In case of sickness you make
no mistake in having your prescrip1
tions put up by us.
810 San Francisco 8t 'Phone 139 Red.
S

HUMS

RIM

THE CAPITAL
GAGR BROS, and other
SMART MILLENEH.Y

NEW PALL GOODS

REBU

Also Laces. Silk Shirt Waists and
Dresses; Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties -

Stripling-Burrow- s

& Co.

OOMKINANDSKB

LA MODA MILLENERY
Oatron Block

-

East Side Plaza

r.rriT.

j

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

.m.mmumuwi.mi

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

1 11

CLARENDON
GARDEN

H. S. KAUNE

PHARMACY
Successors to

soft mum

ni Yeptafa

it around must

PHONE 28

I

Ld"

njj

1

Bum

LICIIIU

OXjXMYKjKj

WIRE UP THOSE DARK 'PLACES

We ae Agents :
,

:

Santa Fe Water

,Co&
and

tight Company

Y
and
IQIHIT

Operation

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.

'AGE SIX.

LUCINDA'S
!

Company.

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES-

-

.RATON NEW.MEXICO.
I

In effect

of che normal produces excitement,
MOTEL ARRIVALS
friction and disease.
It might be reasonable and useful t
to use a drug producing an abnormal
A Tribute to Rev. Dr. Harwood.
Gregg's.
condition to oppose an existing oppo-- j
To the Editor of New Mexican.
Dear Sir May I ask of you the site abnormality, but its continued use ' H. E. Sears, St. Louis; T. P. Martin,
M. Divine, B. G. Randall, Taos; E. D.
favor of publishing the following could be nothing but harmful.
The effect of intoxicants may mo- Nixon, R. J. Snowden, W. C. Heacock,
translation of an editorial which re
cently appeared in "La Bandera mentarily light the eye, but the blood- Steven Falconio, Albuquerque; J. E.
pub shot, bleary and deadened eye of the McMahon, Las Vegas; D. H. Russell,
Americana" a Spanish weekly
lished at Albuquerque, and the edi drunkard show the reactionary ef- Witchita, aKn.; Fred Kaiser, Omaha.
Claire.
tor of which, is Hon. Nestor Montoya, fect; it may flush the cheek with
prominent member of the constitu transient beauty, but the purple
Ira Neis, El Paso; O. A. Larrabolo,
it paints on the nose attest- Las Vegas; E. S. Baker, Cowles; M.
tional convention.
'Tt is a most worthy tribute to a ing the struggle of the congested veins
Brady, Chicago; Mrs. Charles Lewis,
most worthy man: In the late nation and diseased and poisoned flesh, is rMs. M. A. Lewis, Alamosa; M. Baca,
of
admired.
never
Grand
of
Army
the
al encampment
Leo Smith, Durango; M. B.
The possibilities for good and evil Delia ven;
the Republic at Atlantic City, to se
D. C. Howell, Estan-i.Neel,
Willard;
in
as
seem
to dwell in the inanimate
lect a new commander in chief and
El Paso; F. BernM.
D.
Pratt,
cia;
inother oiticors of that honorable host the animate. Man has in him the
St. Louis; C. H. Hubbard, San
of brave men who saved the Union stincts and capabilities that can make stein,
C. Padilla, El Paso.
and to whom we him a God, but that perverted turn Marcial;
in the years 1861-5- ;
Newand
Palace.
fruits
The
devil.
a
him
into
owe an eternal debt of gratitude.
H. M. Russell, Wood River, Neb.;
Mexico has been honored in one of grains contain the intangible elements
her most distinguished citizens, Rev. of life, when used in their normal W. C. Strickland, St. Louis; E. Mca form, but when changed by processes Queen Gray, Albuquerque;
F. D.
Doctor Harwood, of Albuquerque,
venerable man who has been chosen of fermentation and decay they be- Petershagen, Jefferson City, Mo.; R.
as chaplain in chief of the Grand come the agent of death and destruc- E. Curry, Denver; W. H. Andrews, Al
tion. Everything made by God is good buquerque; E. S. Baker, Cowles; H.
Army.
"This is an. honor and distinction until perverted by satan or satanic in- A. Houghton, J. E. Sullivan, Denver;
O. B. Earickson, Fort Sumner; R. W.
very high tor anyone in tne nation, fluences working in men.
There is no such thing as "moder- Kelly, Las Vegas; C. G. Buchert, El
and certainly New Mexico should be
To drink at all is to
proud that the distinction has fallen ate" drinking.
Paso, Texas; W. Hutchins, M. C. Mil
upon one of her most distinguished produce a stimulation that interferes ler, Chicago.
rewith the processes of life, and the
sons.
Coronado.
'The venerable man who will bear actionary effect causes its victims to
A. Jeansen, Jack Hart, Colorado
J.
nora
and
to
drink
and
try
regain
again
the honor with the dignity, talent,
is Springs; A. Gall, Kansas City; George
personal gifts that adorn him, who mal condition of ease, and this
has always lived an exemplary life repeated again and again until the P. Hulett, Moriarty, Moriarty; Jose
as a citizen of New Mexico we con drunkard, diseased from head to foot Gonbales, Cienega; E. M. Garcia, A.
are different Garcia, Starkville; Perfecto Esquibel
gratulate the chaplain in chief of the is produced. There
Grand Army on bis new and elevated SlagUB Ul UC51 ceo ui iiiLiiivuci aicutoD, Tierra Amarilla; M. L. Butler, Dububut "at last it biteth like a serpent que, la D. G. Alexander, A. B. Alexposition, which honor we are proud
ander. Estancla ; William
and
Conner,
stingeth like an adder.
of."
To license a saloon, protect it by Arroyo Hondo.
On behalf of many members of the
nAir
mqntlnil QTlH til Oil
Grand Army, including myself, I de lm
to
how
sire to think "La Bandera" for its set an imaginary line as bejusta taski
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
tribute to our comrade, and the New far it shall do so. would
Mexican for Its kindness in publish to which plain and unequivocal pro- From the New Mexican of this date
hibition would be child's play.
1890.
ing a translation thereof.
Y. W. C. A.
Tours very truly,

THE FORUM

Si. Louis Rocky Ml, &
Pacific

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1910.
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(Read Up)

EXPERIENCES

i

"I'm the greatest one to find things
that ever was." said Luclnda, "but I
And
never And anything valuable.
why do you suppose that is?"

AFTER
DOCTORS

i

FAILED

"People must lose valuable things,
don't they? Why certainly; but It
doesn't seem to be my lot to find that
4 00
sort. Other people find the valuable
!I.v. les Moines. N. M...Ar
0
r.". 77 3040
ble Compound Cured
3150
Runialdo
4
things and all that I get is what my
3 30
Uettinnn
05
11
suffered with
Knoxville, Iowa.
3 15
16
brother Claude calls the junk.
20
I'apulin
3 05
ViKll
20
35
pains low down in my right side for a
I find the brass things
"And
the
way
45
2
S 50
25
more
so
was
and ner
and
or
weak
Thompson
year
2 25
31
9 10
is astonishing.
It's mostly baby pins
CunninghamN.M
vous tuat l couia not ao my worK. x
1
55
42
House
9'.3o
..Clifton
j.
that I find, and I discover them on
wrote to Mrs. Pink-1 30
I.v
49
10 oo
Ar
Raton. N. M
the car tracks, on the sidewalks and
ham and took Lydia
Ar 10 15 i..
.Lv
0
Raton, N.M
2 30
.. .Clifton House N' M. ..
9 49 I..
E. Pinkham's Vegein the street: everywhere, in fact
table Compound
48
9 32
SPreston
3 07
under
see
"I
something
glistening
55
8
55
J
.Koehler unction
3 45
and Liver Pills, and
a fence and I pick it up.
of
the
Off!
edge
2
Koehler
T
3 35
am glad to say that
Beautifuland
another
it's
pin.
Br
baby
8
20
68
liOolfax
4 15
your medicines and
8 02
76
Oerrososo
4 43
and all that, but worth
ly
carved,
kind letters of di7 45
Ar
Lv
82
Cimarron
5 00
rections have done
nothing.
6 35
Ar a m
l.v
Cimarron
5 10
6 27
W
Nash
more for me than
5 18
I find thus are
the
"Sometimes
pins
6 17
Harlan
5 28
anything else and I
new and bright, sometimes old and
6 00
94
Ute Park. N. M...LV
Ar
6 45
had the best physipm
pm
battered; but always they are worth
cians here. I can
less so far as actual value Is condo m v work and rest
Willi K. P.jJt S. W. Ry, train bath North andffiouth.
cerned. Why do I never find a gold
ltne;'H a. (Jjlfnx
well at night. I believe there is noth4Stae'or Van Houten N.M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.
baby pin? I did find one once that a
ing like the Finkham remedies."
Stusre loaves Ute Park. N. M., for Kll7,!ibtt!itown, N. M., at 9;00 u.m. dailyjexcept
the
Mrs. Clara Thanks, K. J?. D., No. 3,
jeweler said was ten karat filled,
trip: flftylpound ba?ae carried free.
Suu:t
Fra Si.ou one wavM Ji'i-i-i.50. roand
but
Knoxville, Iowa.
N.
f.ir tinj-nt 11:11 p. in. Arrives from!! the nearest I have ever come to it,
0. A S tr li'i !' v.'
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
even that was of no money value.
South at 4:38 a. m.
Vegetable Compound, made from root3
"Rings? Why, yes; I've found rings,
and
herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
too. Sapphire rings and turquoise
used with perfect confidence by women
G.
found
I
once
&
G.
P. Agent,
V. P.
M.,
rings and emeralds, and
who suffer from displacements, inflamSuperintendent
a diamond ring, but the precious
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irstones in these rings were all of the
regularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-dowsame material, namely, glass, and like
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostrathe rings in which they were set, of
tion.
no value whatever.
For thirtyyears Lydia E. Pinkham's
"And it has always been just the
Vegetable Compound has been the
same with the various other miscelstandard remedy for female ills, and
laneous Items of jewelry I have found.
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial
The good things appear all to have
Proof is abundant that it has cured
been picked up before I come along
thousands of others, and why should it
for me,
left
all
and
brass
the
goods
El
From Santa Fe to
Paso, Bisbee,
H. R. WHITING.
not cure you?
A. StaaD.
Mr.
and I certainly do find them.
nc
Iodcccdc uicnNS
A. Staab is a man of great finanIf you want special advice write
Douglas, and all Points in New
"And when it comes to finding
SANTA FE TRAIL DAYS. cial
A REPLY.
Lynn, Mass.,for it.
ability and of splendid reputation Mr8.Pinkb.am,
money It's just the same. Somebody
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
is free and always helpful.
as a business man and as a citizen.
(Communicated.)
else appears to find all the money.
A.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
W.
Motor Cars Are Swifter, Says
He is well acquainted with capitalists
Don't you know how you read in the
twelve feet during the past week and
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
"
and bankers, and if elected to the has now reached
;
papers how somebody found a pocket- an article "Something on the Other
a depth of 480 feet.
uooa
were
'56
of
tnougn.
book containing seven hundred and Side" making a plea for the moderate
of
position
county commissioner, (for The framework for the mill has been
dollars and ten cents? And use of intoxicants with the evident ineighty-twwhich he has been nominated by the
completed and machinery for the
Fifty-fou- r
how somebody else found a pocket- - tent of defending or extenuating the
years ago yesterday W. Republicans,
his will and plant is being delivered dally. The
against
dol
over
a
A Cozine completed
book containing eleven thousand
long trip
liquor traffic.
against his business interests and concrete dam at the intake of the
lars, and things like that? But nothtwo sides to the the Santa Fe trail and for the first which nomination he accepted at the pipe line of the Ernestine Mining
are
states
there
He
in his life Mr. Cozine this month earnest solicitation of his
ing like that ever happened to me
question, which is true, a RIGHT and time
friends) he Company, is completed and all the
somebody else always finds the big a WRONG side. Few people would visited the city after which this fa- will
be able to interest suf trenching is finished except some of
very
likely
sums of money.
ficient capital to bring about a refund- the rock work. A large crew is lay
say thrt prohibition is not right, and mous trail was named.
"1 never found any money but twice
would pronounce a saloon "good,"
few
Mr. Cozine bears his 75 years of age ing of the enormous debt of this coun- ing the four inch pipe. The crew of
For Rates and full information address
in my life, and once it was a cent,
it is an acknowledged evil always, to very well indeed. His beard is gray, ty at a reduced amount and at a lower wood packers and burro drivers at the
and once a dollar. The cent I kept;
be hedged, curtailed and suppressed it is true, and his brow shows some rate of interest. The tax payers es- Socorro mines has been increased to
the dollar I was very glad to be able
as much as possible. The only plea of the wrinkles of a man who hat pecially are greatly interested in his augment the wood reserve at the pow
to give up within two minutes after
for its existence is that it is not pos- lived
A.
of a century but election and they should, regardless er plant on the Whitewater. The opfound it.
sible to eradicate it, that it brings
1
aim ms cjct ucoi of politics for their own good, bend erations at the mine and mill are noris
voice
his
Paso Texas.
strong
"I was walking along a street when
a certain revenue, a revenue far in
I spied It ahead in
I found this dollar.
and he smiles like a hoy when he re- every nerve to secure Mr. Staab's mal, the tonnage approaching 150.
excess of any legitimate business, in
of me lying on the sidewalk, and
calls the happy old days when travel election as a member of the board of Work is to be resumed on the Trilby
Dimes tne governing...
group, near the property of the Socorwhen I had come to It and picked It other words it
" onhnnnprs and when county commissioners.
an evil busi- existence.
for
Only
its
ro Mines Company. At the 200 foot
of
and
a
was
it
that
really
world Pullman
up and found that
The County Fair.
ness has to submit to this tax. Others even the was
point in the shaft a station will be cut
of,
undreamt
facunknown,
truly good dollar bill I laughed to my
wonderful
car
Is
a
motor
fair
The
county
oppose prohibition on the grounds
and drifts extended along the vein
self gleefully; I couldn't help it
local
of
tor in the development
pros- both
perhaps.
that it would be a sumptuary law.
ways. The total depth of the
had finally found something of value
All these arguments have been fully j "Yet, it is true that I brought man perity. Where the county fairs are shaft is 251 feet.
actual good money. And then I won- answered for years. A prohibitory over the Santa Fe trail wnen &ama most numerous throughout the eastdered where the dollar came from.
law in regard to the saloon can be as pe fcaa tts mail irreguarly, once a ern states, there you will find the
sidewalk
"Walking on along the
most thrift, the most settled homeas any other prohibi- - j month ne said.
ahead of me was a little girl carrying easily enforced once
most advanced
made a criminal
when
law,
tory
NEW MEXICO CEM'RiL
a pitcher, and of course all I could
made my first trip over the like population and the
"I
in and improved methods in all the
was
Mo.
That
see of her was her back, but she offense to break it.
from
trail
Knobster,
sathe
from
derived
that
those
The revenue
IN CONNECTION WITH
seemed to me a pleasant little girl
later I returned. We humbler pursuits of life,
. . . : .. . 1,
a
i
iqsr nnil . a vear
. t
in in- the masses of the people depend upon
and she seemed to be walking along 'oon does not equal
a
Automobile Line
are taxed to
So
we were able for their support and comfort
cheerfully, and then all of a sudden tie amount the people
sa- - gust and September, ud
of
the
the
care
of
when
the
take
to
county
new
product
in a
get
she stopped short and seemed
community
REDUCED ROUND
to make as high as 30 miles a day
sort of stiff all over right in a jiffy, ioon, and this statement is verified
fair agitation is taken up in earnest
TRIP RATES
mose
in
uhjd
and then she turned around and start- by undisputable statistics
it can be shown to possess so many
We
'Pullman.'
our
were
a
wagon
strong
As to this law being a sumptuary
ed back toward where I was, and now
of pleasure and profit that the
food supplies and bought phases
she was crying and about as distressed law, that is a question, It does not took lots of
are
usually not slow in taking
people
cookWe
a little girl as one could ever expect regulate what a man shall eat or meat or killed it on the trip.
it on to a successful
and
carrying
MASONIC GRAND LODGE
up
to see; and of course I knew what was drink, it forbids the manufacture, sale, ed and camped out at night.
MEETING
In- issue.
hostile
meet
a
not
of
any
or
did
"We
poison.
gift
the matter with her now, she had lost barter, exchange
time
a
we
at
But if it were a sumptuary law,
a dollar.
dians on those trips taken
$20.80
"When she came along to where I have laws of that class. All laws when I can remember Kansas City
recomof
MINING
to
few
a
the
MINES
with
reference
people
with
to
the
matter,
'What's
prices
was a 'landing'
was I said
her,
DATES OP SALE
my dear?' and she answered very tear- modities, wages, etc., are sumptuary. siding there.
Oct. 15 to 20
Mexis
The selling of poisonous drugs
fully and solemnly:
"It was in 1881 I came to New
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
" 'I've lost a dollar.'
the
visited
had
a
I
hedged by laws.
RETURN
LIMIT
to
live
ico
though
Red River According to the Qus-tCITY OFFICE IN
However "fairplay" passes over
" 'Well, don't yoii worry any more
in 1858."
Oct.
Red River mining disthe
28th.
territory
Gazette,
advanced
over that, my dear,' I said to her, these reasons, commonly
Mr Cozine enlisted in the Civil war trict, Taos county, is having some ex1 O HOURS TIME AND 1 O
that they are "self- assuming
Is.'
liehtly
it
'here
the 8th and later the citement over recent developments.
1A
SLEEPER.
: and was with
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
SAVED BY THIS ROUTE
FARE
Volunteers. In
"And I handed it over to her; and evident' which they are to any inves-ti
Mining
The
Mistletpe
Magdalena
on the opposite jiui xvceii"',
but
person,
few
a
seen
tigating
I've
quick
my gracious!
or
Hsfis be was sent Indian fighting and Milling Company mill at Kelly,
oiAa
tflken hv" him.
ha anhiont
Utah and Socorro county, is in operation again,
changes, but I never did see shadow "" vrf
- - I. Wyoming,
u.
.
,
so
win
sud
inai mioxicauiB
succeeded by sunshine quite
.iun. much having been done to eliminate
a
geumg
doubtful.
is
forces
Edgariwano,
denly as it was now on this little intellectual
the dust.
life
and
often
,$13.40
I
girl's face; and I know that I got Allen Poe is a well known
old
days
the
over
Company
back
Jarilla The Phelps-Dodg"Looking
more fun out of giving the little girl cited instance of alcoholic genius. He
travel
iron
the
the
to
I
have
is
bought
DATES OP SALE
prefer
reported
back her dollar than I ever did out was an undoubtedly gifted man, but cannot deny that
to these new ia.uBieu
properties in the Jarilla mountains,
Oct. 27-- to Nov. Sth.
alcohol was his destroyer. His writ- by wagon
of any little thing in my life.
. ..
von
J.
na
to
call
Otero county, belonging
George
.a,ii
"But really, now, why Is it, do you ings under the spur oi aiconoi, are tomomies or muwi
RETURN LIMIT
"These Green In the Jarilla mountains, Otero
oiH the old trailer.
suppose, that I find so much of that weird, gloomy, fantastic, devoid of
comfortable county. Three tunnels are being drivNov. 7th. 1910.
stuff that my brother Claude calls the hope or peace. What he might have new things may be pretty
ore is wanted
been without this curse the world but they make one's head swim me en into the lode. The
junk but never anything of value?
smelters
for fluxing in the company's
may never know. Added years of wav they round corners and jump up
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
which would have been and down. If I were going on an outing in Arizona.
life,
writings
acA Calamity.
Special automobiles furnished te
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Granite Gap Thirty tons or ore are
a benefit and an inspiration might and had plenty of time l'tt preier tne
"At last! At last!" exclaimed the have been his with the talents enat Stein's, Grant
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passenger
old wagon with hard seats to awaiting shipment
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any bent old man with the long white trusted to him, but instead a ruined good
Granite
the
Gap Comfrom
with
county,
these brightly painted things
"My
load is
car
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with hair and the flowing beard.
another
land Railroads
mine
and
unan
a
death
and
pany's
genius
life,
early
leathered covered cushions."
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor great work has been accomplished.
in the patio at the mine ready to be
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad-Leav- e
alcohol.
of
balanced
the
by
poison
in
Magdalena,
In
is
living
Cozine
world forever
Mr.
my
hauled to the railroad. The mine is
Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- have placed the
And so too in greater or less degree
Socorro county and is employed at owned
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros- debt."
by El Paso people and is a
with
Lamb,
Sheridan,
Webster,
Byron,
interestmuch
He is
convention.
"Wbat have you done?" asked the Yates and
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
of the Louise claim,
extension
north
im- the
more.
little
For
many
of Santa Fe and those which in its time
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi one who had paused to listen.
produced $600,000
to a tired brain momen- ed in the sights
petus
given
new
a
inter
much
are
invented
language
him
met
"I
have
worth of ore, but was closed up on
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
an awful price they paid. whn have
what
men.
tarily,
be
for
all
shall
of
the
that
his stories
a language
account of a law suit
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
An alcohol inspired painter might ested in him and
Mine is the greatest triumph that has
of old.
days
vo
Mogollon A good strike Is reportof
bacchantes
depict
beauty,
In
mortal.
this paint
ever been achieved by
ed
in the tunnel on the Juniper Cotbut
the!
of
and
taries
folly
pleasure,
language of mine it will be impossible brush of such an one
never attempts big LOSS IN REGIStage claim of the Kitt group on the
to tell a lie.
TRATION OF DENVER. Little Whitewater in the Mogollon disj
"Good heavens! Do you want to fix to paint the calm and glorious face
doro Villes. of Cowles, N. M., who, on
trict, Socorro county. A vein of ore
EL PASO, TEX.
to so that no man can hope to live of an angel or to portray the sorrow i
TIMETABLE ALL
Denver. Colo., Oct. 17 The total 30 feet wide was encountered in
Sept. 6, 1905, made homestead entry
our
face
of
'Ixrd.
ful,
loving
wife?"
his
"
with
2
the
SW
registra which specimens containing free
LOCAL TRAINS (aerial 06951), No. 8504, for E
Genius prostituted by drink is doom expense for conducting
113.40
acSE 4 Nw
and Lot 3, Section
gold were obtained. The vein was ened. It is worse than the buried tal tion for the NovemDer election,
the countered at a depth of over 500 feet
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
1,
That Might Help..
Dates of Sale
is the destroyed talent. The cording to a statement issued by was
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m, to con- P. Township
is growing very
commission
from the apex. This group of ten
Friday,
Meridian, has filed notice of inelection
"Our
population
who
have
of
men,
list
long
great
truly
and
10
from the south
nect with No.
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th,
account was claims was recently bonded to E. A.
tention to make final five year proof, quickly," said the doctor at the boardtampered with this poison for the sake $15,470. The expense
west, also No. 3 from the east, re- to establish claim to the land above
house breakfast table. "There of its temporary stimulus, and have submitted to the board of county Wayne of Silver City. The Enterprise
Return
limit. Nov. 7, 1910.
ing
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m. ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the 10th should be a way of thinning it out."
into the
tortured lives commissoners and its payment au- Mining Company
with
for
the
folly
paid
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- described, before Register and
more young
two
below
in winze
"Why not encourage
The money will be avail footwall
and premature deaths are sad proof thorized.
also takes
nect with No. 1
men to become physicians?" suggested of this.
of November, 1910.
able in about a week for the payment continues in good ore now hav
ROSWELL, N. M.
passpassengers for No. 2
the fat boarder.
ing a width of eight feet. Considerable
Claimant names as wltneses:
What a blessing they might have of salary warrants.
m.
at
6:30
p.
Returning
ing Lamy
Ramon Quintana, Henry Mente, PaComplete returns from every regis new machinery has been ordered by
proven to the world had they lived
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No. blo Gonzales, Caslmiro Galegos, all
MASONIC ME El ING,
normal lives, to what glories they tration, booth in the city show a re- the Mogollon Gold & Copper Com
Changed.
Things
l's connection only.
of Cowles, N. M.
Where are you going to pasi might have attained if they had pre markable decrease in the number of pany including hoist, pump, heater
Tom
$2130
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conserved the full powers of body and voters who expect to exercise their and sawmill to facilitate work in the
MANUEL. ' tt. OTERO,
your vacation?
nect with Nos. 7 and 9
of suffrage, as compared with Cooney mine. The results of develop
Nowhere.
The? brain.
of
Dates
Dick
Oct. 14 to 20,
(dolefully)
right
Sale,
Register.
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
is the one perfect con last election's registration. The last ment on the Floride and the Bloom
They don't pass anybody now.
Normality
Return
10
er Girl groups have thus far been
Limit, Oct. 25th.
upon precinct to be reported was No.
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 u. m.
dition.
Nothing can improve
TO. AND FROM ROSWELL.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
satisfactory, the latter showing a
the work of the Creator. To be nor of the Sixth ward.
Keen for Fresh Alp.
Connection made with Automobile
Train leaves for the north at 10:16
A total of 62,401 voters are regis- large vein of good milling ore. Work
mal is to be Derfect, it insures a
"Well, I've seen fresh air fiends be- condition where every function, ev tered as against 76,476 last time. This in the Little Charlie being advanced
a ni.
COLONIST RATES. ONE WAY
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Train arrives from the north at 3:35 Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- fore, but I don't think I ever saw any ery atom moves with perfect ease and condition is not confined to any one towards the Little Fannie has exposed
Los Angeles,
some neighbors of ours,"
section of the city, the apathy being good ore. On the Deadwood mines
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- that beat
p. m.
woman from uptown one day freedom, without jar or friction. Any
was
shaft
sunk
vertical
main
the
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves said a
San. Diego,
week. "Not only have they sat stimulation that disturbs equableness general
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. last
New Mexico Central.
lawn every warm night
on
the
out
San
Francisco,
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a.
but when It began to
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance this summer,
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p.
$25.00
one evening this week thry
rain
pour
system
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Cores Biliousness, Sick
marched out in force, eaoh one in the
On Sale, Oct 1st to 15th,
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
Sour Stomfamily armed with an umbrella, and
Notice for FUniicatlon.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
WINTER TOURIST RATES
sat there for two hours, with the rata
sallow complexions of
(06951)
and
ach. Toroid
soaking everything in sight their umPecos. Forest Not Coal Land. ...
ON SALE NOW.
blotchea
pimples
Slopped in SO mttinta, brellas over their heads and their feet
Constipation.
Department of the Interior,
sure with Dr. Kliuop's tucked up on the rungs of their
FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA
11
im
mm..
1
Office.
U. S. Land
Croup Remedy. Onf
chairs. I hope they were oomfort-able- ,
tost wiu Hurety prove
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 10, 1910.
CAPITAL
PHARMACY.
THE
No Tomitins. no dis
but they didn't look it."
Notice is hereby given that Teo- tuns. A sufe and pi easing
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CELETON

C. A.

IS

DATED

Remains of Man Psoked

7,000
In

Box

WAN!

at

King's Collage, Oxford Surgeon
to Placa Part Together.

THE NATION IS GOING DRY.
(Communicated.)
There is bo question but what the
American people are steadily getting
They
more sober, more intelligent.
are daily multiplying schools, colleges,
books, magazines, and educational
The great
and benevolent agencies.
movement is on for human uplift and
betterment in social, sanitary and civic
matters. Laws of every description
regulating what is proper, and prohibiting what is injurious are being
passed by national and state legisla-

H
I

I

TEXAS

I

- Dry

CLEANEST

CITY

OF

EUROPE

Oplnlon of Those Familiar With
ditiona Regarding Dresden,
Germany.

)

Con- -

In a small box packed safely away
In a room at King's college, Oxford,
are the remains of a prehistoric man.
Every bone and portion is marked and
catalogued in order, and within the
UCAl ,ew aayB
uonaon
iurgeon ta t0 undtrUlke tho deHcate
operation of Dleclnz the Azure toeelh- er- preDlgtc.rlc man waa one of
the discoveries made by the little
band of explorers who have Just returned from Egypt after five months'
tour on behalf of the fund. According to experts, the discovery dates
from a period earlier thnn 6000 or
7000 B. C The explorers and native
workmen were digging at Abydot,
Upper Egypt, about nine miles from
the Nile, when they found an oval
"crouch" grave in the sand. It wu
a figure on its left side, doubled ut.
with the knees to the chin. It proved
to be the skeleton of a man In a fine
state of preservation.
Abydos is
really a huge cemetery. Experts aver
it has been used as a burying place
for nil ftn-e- .
The surface Is now of
sand. When this la scraped away
tne blackened bricks of the Romans
He
are revealed;
underneath
the
burials of the eighteenth
dynaBty,
1600 or 2000 years B. C, and further
down are the burlr places of the pre
historic period. At the present day
the Arabs use the spot as a cemetery,

FOR SALE OR RENT

tent house, furnished.

Three room
F. Andrews.

at government
WANTED Cook
school employes
club,
Apply or
phone Manager Club

wen-mow-

FOR SALE 4 little houses corner
Manhattan avenue and Garcia street
Lots on
$1,730. Rent for $30 month.
Walter
E. Manhattan 4x600, $130.

nit

Kraul.
A common error among those who
do not personally know the city is
LOST Elks' Watch charm between
that Dresden is an interesting, but
tures.
residence on Manhattan avenue and
medieval town, rich in artistic attrac
So the people are waking up greatly
express office. Reward for its return.
to the evils of the beverage liquor
tions, but bereft of those advantages
G. B. Pop.
and comforts which the modern tourtraffic. Laws are being passed abolist demands. Nothing could be more
ishing the traffic all over the country.
We give herewith a short story of samisleading, and on this point there is
TYPEWRITERS
corroboration from one of the keenest
loon abolition illustrated by maps,
Cleaned,
adjusted and repaired. New
Dr.
of
all
Henry
municipal students.
Map of New Mexico, Texas and
showing at a glance what rapid proRibbons and supfurnished.
platents
conduct-eS. Lunn, who some time ago
gress this movement has been makplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
on a
a
of
experts
municipal
party
So
few
in
the
last
years.
rapid,
ing
and rented. Standard makes handled.
tour through Germany. His party, he
indeed, has the water wagon moved
of the people to place on the ballot,
All repair work and ypewriters guardebe
to
was
afterward
said,
will
lis
prepared
along that New Mexico will have to judge said only recently: "There is this protection, Surely they
by petition, any non partisan candianteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exlighted with the architectural attrachasten not to be left way in the rear, no question hut what the criminal and ten to reason!
dates.
Black 231.
Phone
wonderwith
the
and
of
Dresden
change.
in
not to become a "back number,"
vicious element always follows
Sec.
In nil elections by the peo- tions
ful art collections, which draw visiLATEST PROPOSITIONS
ple, the vote shall be by ballot, and
WANTED A first class cook, one
BEFORE CONVENTION the legislature shall provide the kind tors from all parts of the civilized
lesirous of a permanent and pleasant
world.
of ticket or ballot to be used, and
home with nothing to do but the
To them, as to most people, DresOne Provides for Commissioner
of make all of such other regulations as
den was known chiefly as the home of
cooking. Wages $7 per week. In reLabor and Another for a Board
to
and
lie
detect
punnecessary
may
he most beautiful picture in the world,
plying state for whom you have last
of Agriculture.
ish fraud, and protect the purity of the Siatine Madonna.
'"
cooking, the length of time you
They had, howthe ballot; and may, when necessary ever, to
have been in tneir employ ana wages
that the city, not
recognize
FILE NO. 19.
provided by law for the registration of content with artistic renown, was dereceived. V. H. care New Mexican.
Creating a Department of Labor, and electors throughout the state, or in any veloping to a great extent on the utili- HEARD
WAR
THE
DURING
Comof
to
or
and
Duties
the
the
Relating
city thereof;
incorporated town
tarian side, and Is now a manufacturSALE Handsome
FOR
quarter
missioner Thereof.
when it is so provided, no person shall ing center of considerable importance. Password Given Out to
Unoak desk, roller top, filing desawed
Sentinels
shall
he
Presented by O. A. Richardson.
election
unless
at
have
any
new
These
jvote
enterprises, however,
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
dergoes Change Owing to SoReferred to the Committee on Agri- - have registered, according to law.
not been suffered to spoil the beauty
ldier's Blunder.
Cost $100 will sell for $0. Also have
culture.
Sec.
The election shall be free of Dresden, which has acquired none
one substantial desk in splendid
Convention Hall. October 12, 1910.
and equal. Xo power, civil or mili- of the dirt and squalor with which the
The following anecdote was told by
for lower price. Inquire New
tary, shall ever interfere to prevent foreign visitor Is often too painfully Col. John A. Riker of Philadelphia,
Commissioner of Labor.
Mexican.
A department of labor is the free exercise of the right of suffamiliar in his own large industrial a veteran of the Civil war, at the
Section
hereby created, to be under the con- - frage, or the free access to all voting centers.
National:
BLANKS
In extent Dresden Is a little smaller
trol of a commissioner of labor, who places; and electors shall, in all cases,
"In the army of the Cumberland
bebreach
than Boston, Mass., the population
shall be elected by the people, whose except for treason, felony or
one of the officers whose duty it was
Printed and fo sale by New Mexiterm of. office shall be four years, and! of the peace, be privileged from
ing nearly the same. There are two to furnish the guards with a passon
elec
"rat"
rest
their
attendance
the
can
bodies,
municipal
governing
shall
be
during
word for the night gave the word
duties
Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
prescribed by
tions and while going to and from tne or council, and the "municipal depu- 'Potomac." A German, on guard, not Mex.
law.
ties."
Mining Blanks.
understanding distinctly the difference
Sec.
The legislature shall create)
The council consists of 16 paid and between 'b's' and 'p's,' understood It
Additional and Amended Location
!
concilia-a board of arbitration and
mem22 unpaid members, all the paid
LETTER LIST.
to be 'Botomac,' and this, on being Certificate.
sheet.
tion in the department of labor, and
Map 1904 to 1906.
List of letters remaining uncalled bers (among whom are the oberburgo- - transferred to another, was corrupted
sheet.
of Publisher,
Agreement
the commissioner of labor shall be ex-- j
to devote to 'Buttermilk.' Soon afterward the
' for in the
sheet,
postoffice at Santa Fe, N. master) being expected
Proof of Labor,
officio chairman.
M., for w eek ending October 13, 1910. their whole time to the service of the officer who had given the word wished
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
Here is Indiana as an example. In the wake of the saloon." Our crimSec.
Eight hours shall constitute! If not called for within two weeks city.
The schools are splendidly to return through the lines, and. ap- Title Bond and Lease of Mining
1904 nearly the entire may was black inal population will
increase with a day's work in all cases of employcost
of
and
the
maintaining
sent to the dead letter equipped,
proachlng a sentinel, was ordered to
sheet,
Two
with saloons.
years later the abolition of saloons in Texas and ment by and on behalf of the state, they will be
them amounts to upward of $1,575,000 halt, and the word was demanded.! property,
office at Washington:
placer' Mining Location,
sheet
there had been considerable change Arizona, and that means that desir- or any county or municipality.
annum.
per
'Potomac.'
H? a,Ve
Anderson, Mable.
TUle Bond of Mining Property.
for the better. Many saloons had able citizens, with their good characA technical art school is provided
Convict Labor.
x
uon
.Mem rigui.
iou
pass mil Bneek
Anton, James.
been abolished. In 1909 the move- ter, capital, intelligence and energy
Sec.
The contracting of convict
by the state, and there are
me.
Rrewart, E.
sheet.
ment had swept away a thousand or for the development of the resourc- labor is hereby prohibited.
Mining Deed,
schools for almost every trade.
crafts
'"Rut this Is the word, and I will
Helas(iies, Carlos.
sheet.
more saloons.
es of New Mexico will be kept out.
Child Labor.
Mining Lease,
There are classes for cooking and do- pass '
C.
Baca,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
" 'No; you stan'.' at the same Ime
Sec.
mestic training for girls In several of
The employment of children
Daily, John H.
under the age of fifteen in any occuthe primary schools. It Is to the en- placing a bayonet at his breast In a sheet.
Fish, J. C.
Statement with
Coal Declaratory
ergy and enterprise of their municipal manner that told Mr. Officer that
pation injurious to health or morals,
At-- ;
Finny, .1. W.
fathers that Dresdeners and the few 'Potomac' didn't pass in Missouri.
Power of an Attorney,
or especially hazardous to life or limb
Fushuland, Peter.
nummost
owe
of
the
i3 hereby prohibited.
Corroborate,
and
g
fidavit
Is
burgomasters
"'What
the word, then?"
Gibbons, J. W.
ber improvements effected in the city
Sec.
sheet.
Affidavit.
Boys under the age of six""Buttermilk."'
Wm.
Greys,
and
suburbs.
sheet
Notice of Right to Water.
teen, and women and girls, shall not
"Well, then. "Buttermilk."'
Ed.
Hill,
" 'Dat is right. Now you
It Is rather a paradox to find the
Out of
be employed under ground, in the
Forfeiture or Publishing
pass mlt
Jessie.
Haveity,
most artistic city in Europe also the yourself all about your
sheet
operation of mines; and except in
pizness.' "
Notice,
Hempt, M.
cleanest city in Europe, but neither
cases of emergency, eight hours shall
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment
Martin.
Mrs.
Horen,
can
denied
to
be
Dresden.
distinction
constitute a day's work under ground,
Stock Blanks.
C. S.
Prisoners.
of
cleanliness
Hugh,
Keeps
streets
the
the
Family
Indeed,
in all mines of the state.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing VenAn almost Incredible story comes
Joseph. Juan.
strikes the stranger Instantly after
sheet.
Safety.
Recorded Brand,
dor's
from
to
t
the
Ella.
effect
a
Naples
that
seen
Berlin
and
other large
having
Sec.
The legislature shall pass John,
of 25 Blanks,
Books
in
Bill
of
Sale,
named
who
Rea,
Franfl.
to
German centers. At the present mo
Kading,
appears
laws to protect the health and safety
Lewkowitz, Lou.
ment, too, the gigantic sewerage sys- be out of his mind, has been keeping 40c per book.
of employes in factories, in mines and
bis
wife
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
and
eleven children shut up
tem, conceived and prosecuted at a
Lonnas, Jose.
of trans- sheet
jon railroads, and other lines
cost of many million dollars, Is ap-- for the last five years in twelve differ- Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Juan.
Lopez,
portation.
14
rooms
ent
In
a
Delivery,
of
Sale
Bill
Range
house
near
and
T.
country
Dresden
Rev.
J.
completion,
prochlng
Miller,
FILE NO. 20.
seems
to
He
have
Naples.
a
will
sanitawatched
model
of
then
be
sheet
Joe
(2)
public
McLaughlin,
Relating to the Board of Agriculture.
over his prisoners with the utmost
sheet
Bill of Sale,
tion.
Martinez, Maggie.
Drive and
These are admirable virtues for a vigilance, feeding them with small
to
Gather,
Isabel.
Martinez,
Authority
Introduced by G. A. Richardson.
and It la as well that they should portions of maize, potatoes, eggs, and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's ReE.
H.
city,
Ogilrie,
Referred to the Committee on Agribe circulated abroad so as to refute sometimes of fowl. He recently al corded Brand,
sheet
Olivas, Polonita.
culture.
the many misconceptions which exist lowed two of the eldest sons to take
to Gather, Drive and.
Ortiz, Basila.
Authority
in regard to the lovely capital of Sax- short walks in the neighborhood of Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner-Ortiz, Ramon.
Convention Hall, October 11, 1910.
the bouse. Although under close suony.
S. J.
sheet
Map 1909 and 1910.
Peebles,
Recorded Brand,
Board of Agriculture.
pervision, they managed to make their
Anita.
Rival,
pliego.
Contrato de Partldo,
As a part of the depart- Section
to
known
some
plight
neighbors, who
Riley, Celia J.
de
pliego.
Renuncla,
Bettering the Cities.
Escritura
of
a
agri-In
of
ment
board
turn
Informed the police, with
agriculture,
Governor Hanly, in 1908, called a New Mexico will take a back seat.
For a dozen years state leagues of thetheir
Rodres, Mary.
pliego.
Documento Garantlzado.
is hereby created, to be comresult
culture
the
father
that
was
once
at
hindA
we
America
are
will
the
say
Rael, Querina.
municipalities have been strong fac- arrested. The release of
special session of the legislature.
Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
of five members, all of whom
the
posed
prisontors in the movement toward more ef ers afforded a
county unit law was passed. It had' most, the dump ground for undesir- shall be farmers and live stock grow- Roibal, Antonio.
very touching spectacle, pliego.
the effect that now seventy out of a nKlo niliano ' an iliA tida rf Imml. ers. and shall be selected in manner
ficiently managed cities. The league the
Rivera, Rosario.
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
meeting between the mother and
of
now
in
California
is
Howi
counties are "dry." gration will go elsewhere.
Sirila.
total of ninety-twMunicipalities
Romero,
extensa
Garantlzado,
Documento
her sons after five years' separation
"f
and
holds
its
thirteenth
annual
look?
Do
In
would
this
the
year,
The number of people living
Romero, Tonita.
delegates
"dry"
most affecting.
forma entera, full sheet
Said board shall be maintained as
conventions in some cities within the being
Scheuck, Philip.
territory increased from 810,000 to wish to create such a situation by part of the state government and
Certlficado de Matrlmonio, 10c cada
state. The last convention was held
In a comparatively short keeping saloons, while neighbors are j shall have
1,625,00.
Smith, Mrs.
all mat
over
uno.
jurisdiction
at Santa Cruz and the program for
time 2,500 saloons, or more than abolishing them? We believe not. ters
Sgarban, Andrea.
Burlesque Wedding Guests.
sheet
affecting animal industry, animal
Replevin Bond,
the next one Is now being arranged;
twice the entire number in New Mexi- We believe they will provide for their
Poulbot, a Paris caricaturist, having
Schubert, Josefita I.
all
and
agriExecution Forcible Entry and Deregulations,
quarantine
at
NovemSan
it
be
held
will
Diego,
and
so
for
in
determined
we
C.
1910
see abolition
the pro- cultural and horticultural matters;
upon
Smith, C.
co, were abolished. In
keeping
commonplace a
sheet
ber 16 to 19. The league publishes step as getting married, decided that tainer,
the map of Indiana almost white, and cession.
Speer, Bell.
and the state secretary of agriculture
sheet
a
Subpoena,
devoted
mu
to
monthly magazine
he would be married In no commonWe plead for a good and great
N.
the movement on there now is to
Smith,
member of said
shall be
sheet
J. P. Complaint,
nicipal matters, which is mailed free place way. He asked all his friends
make it entirely white by state-wid- e
Silva, Manuel (2)
state, a sober, righteous, sane and board and chairman thereof.
sheet.
to every city official.
Complaint,
Capias
to
but
a
was
the
as
such
there
sine
P.
the
L.
safe
wedding,
constitution,
people
prohibition.
linger,
FILE NO. 22.
California
sheet
The
120
Search
numbers
Warrant
league
non
condition
In
to
attached
the
qua
Valdez, Otoniel.
Relative to Trusts.
cities and towns in its membership.
School Blanks.
You bad to go with a
vestigation.
Whitman, Roy.
Introduced by E. S. Stover, Delegate
Iowa Municipalities has "made-uThe
of
sheet.
League
Enumeration Form,
head." or you would not be
D.
Williamson,
Guy
from Bernalillo County.
Bheet.
the largest membership, with Cali- admitted. Preferably you were re
Certificate,
Teachers'
W.
Herbert
Wolcott,
(3)
Referred to the Committee on Corfornia second. Nebraska and Kansas quested to make up as a country
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2
In calling for these letters pleas
were recently organized, and West cousin at a
porations.
village wedding. Some sheet.
state whether "advertised" or not.
Sec.
Monopolies and trusts shall
Virginia, Iowa, Wisconsin and other guests arrived as ancient peasants,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
C.
E.
BURKE,
never be allowed in this state, and no
states have organizations of long others as village Idiots. There were
Contract between Directors and Tea- Postmaster.
standing.
incorporated company, copartnership
several bluff squires and rural elderly chers,
sheet
The purpose of these organizations
or association of persons
in this
sheet
gentlemen with means, a number of
Oaths of School Director,
Notice for Publication.
is In part to give standards of com- retired officers and exuberant uncles
state shall directly or indirectly comof
of apportionment
Certificate
(06904)
which
different
cities
the
bine or make any contract with any
parison by
from the south, besides fierce military School Funds,
sheet.
Not
Coal.
what
rivals
know
have
their
Just
may
other incorporated company, foreign
gentlemen from the hottest stations
sheet
Contract for Fuel,
done in systematic street cleaning, of
or domestic, through their stockhold- Department of the Interior,
Algeria. The only persons who
Teachers' Monthly Report 4 sheet
U.
Office.
fe. Land
sewage disposal, police troubles and wore their natural physiognomies were
ers, or the trustees or assignees of
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 10, 1910.
the like. Collier's Weekly.
such stockholders, or with any co
the couple most concerned. They had sheet.
Notice
Pascual
is
that
given
hereby
of
persons,
drawn the line at making up thempartnership or association
Land Office Blanks.
or in any manner whatever, for the Vunueva, of Galisteo. N. M., who, on
selves as a burlesque bride and a
Think This Over.
sheet
Homestead Entry,
made
en
1905,
homestead
purpose of fixing the price or limiting August i,
Does the man who sends to a mail comic bridegroom.
Affidavit
the production or regulating the try (serial 06904), No. 8439, for NW order house ever take Into account
NE
NW
NE
S
SE
sheet.
transportation of any product or comthe cost of postage, expressage,
Mere Matter of Speed.
13
N
Section
15, Township
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
modity. The Legislature shall pass
and other expenses Involved in
freight
The Reading Railway's lawyer was full sheet.
laws for the enforcement of this Sec- Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has placing an order and getting it filled?
a negro woman wno
of
Claimant,
tion by adequate penalties, and in Died notice of intention to make final Does he also take into account the
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
case of incorporated companies,
if five year proof, to establish claim to vexatious delays he often meets, and had sworn that she saw a train hit
whose
milk
a
wagon
bandaged driver
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
necessary for that purpose, may de- the land above described, before Reg the probability that what he bought had
ister or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, is not in quality and other features
just testified. No, she had not Applicant,
full sheet
clare a forfeiture of their charter.
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th day that which he expected it to be? When heard the engine blow any whistle
FILE NO. 21.
of Witness.
Deposition
of November, 1910.
a man buys of bis local merchant he whatsoever.
Relating to Primary Elections.
"How near were you to the train?" sheet.
Claimant names as witnesses
knows what be is getting and he does
Introduced by G. A. Richardson.
full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
the
Map of Texas.
lawyer asked her sharply.
Cruz Archuleta,
Juan Vlanueva. not have to wait for it
Referred to committee on Elective
sheet.
Final
Proof.
know
It
didn't
She
exactly.
might
Ventura An ay a, Guadalupe Montoya,
Franchises.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
been so far and It might have
have
M.
N.
of
all
Galisteo,
Primary Elections.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
Force of Habit.
been a little further.
Coming a little closer home for a want and are entitled to have. Such
MANUEL
R.
OTERC
Section
shall
The legislature
sheet
"How is the magazine man getting
"But how far?" the lawyer permoment, we have the great neighbor as will make this a desirable state, enact laws
an election board
Register
Affidavit of Contest Against
along whom you have hired to run sisted. "A mile or a square or what?
state of Texas. Out of its 245 coun- abreast of the best in morals, reli (not more creating
of
whose
a
than
majority
sheet
How long would it have taken you to
Entryman,
ties, 163 are "dry," or two out of gious, education, progressiveness and members shall be selected from the CAPT. BOGARDUS AGAIN HITS your newspaper?"
Notice of Intention to make final
"I haven't broken him' of all his old walk the distance?"
every three. The incoming legisla- realization of correct ideals of life in same political party), and shall proTHE BULL'S EYE.
When news is dull he prom- s all its phases.
sheet
"Suh," the witness replied, haughtiproof,
ture of Texas is by more than
This world famous rifle shot who habits.
vide the time and manner of holding
lees a lot of the news for the next ly, "dat would depend entirely on my
sheet
Additional Entry,
We can assure the delegates that if and
prohibipledged for state-wid- e
of numbr-- "
all elections; and at holds the championship
record
conducting
1 i
.
320 Homestead Entry,
speed."
tion. That means that our neighbor such a constitution is submitted to any time the federal constitution may 100 pigeons in 100 consecutive shots
e
state-widsheet
will have
prohibition very
with provision for saloon permit the election of United, States is living at Lincoln, III. Recently InSmall Holding Proof, Affidavit of ApInfant Mortality.
Arizona will submit prohi- the people,
shortly.
a
Woman Goes Fishing at 94.
he says: "I suffered
home protection, the senators by direct vote of the people, terviewed,
abolition
and
of
health
The
ascribes
full sheet
bition to a vote of the people and
department
plicant,
of
Mrs.
Francis
time
with
Dry
the legislature shall provide for their long
Beverley road,
kidney and bladder
sheet
Relinquishment,
there is little doubt of its being adopt- temperance people will unitedly stand election as for the election of govern- trouble and used several well known the high death rate among babies In Driffield, aged ninety-fouwhile starsheet.
ed. Then Texas on the east and and work for the adoption of state- or and other elective officers; and un- kidney medicines, all of which gave hot weather to the ignorance of the ing at a summer residence of her eon
Township Plats,
mothers, and for their edification has
Arizona on the west will be "dry" and hood. But as
determined to go sea fishTownship Plats, full sheet
they hold more valu- til then they shall provide for an ad- me no relief until I started taking Ftr issued a simple list of rules for car- at Filey,
General Blanks.
white.
ing, a sport she used much to enjoy
able their boys and girls than their visory vote of the electors for United ley Kidney Pills. Before I used Foin
for
several
infanta, printed
in her younger years.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
HOW WOULD THIS LOOK?
ley's Kidney Pills I had severe back ing
horses or stock, and their homes States senators.
and
urging that prompt
She was taken in a bath chair to the
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
Sec.
The legislature shall enact aches and pains In my kidneys with languages,
If all the country around us Is more valuable than their merchandise
notification of illness be sent to the beach and then lifted on board a coble,
Form.
General
sheet
and
Bond,
On
In
laws
so
we
of
New
a
hold
their
do
for
the
suppression
cloudy
proprivoiding.
providing
mandatory
saloons,
question
they
abolishing
brandies of the department. The which was rowed out Into the
Certificate of Marriage, 75 per doz.
Mexico want to stay behind the pro- tection against saloons and kindred mary system, which shall provide for arising in the morning I would get mortality among babies Is found to be where In the course of two hours bay,
she
Official Bond,
Now I lhave taken
sheet
cession? What is it going to mean evils as more important than any the nomination of all candidates in dull headaches.
highest among the negroes, the Ital- caught no fewer than fifty fish of vaNotice of Sale Under Foreclosure
to the new state? This: We are to other single question or procision in all elections for state, district, coun three bottles of Foley's Kidney Pills ians ranking second and the Russians rious
kinds.
full
become the dumping ground of the the new constitution. And shall par- ty and municipal officers for all po and feel 100 per cent better. I am third. The Yiddish speaking populaThe venerable lady so much enjoyed of Mortgage, for sheet
sheet
License,
Application
states around us, who are unloading ents be blamed for trying their ut- litical parties, including United States never bothered with my kidneys or tion of the lower east side has a com- the excitement of the sport that
she
' however,
"Retail Liquor License.
this bladder and again feel like my own paratively good record. Medical Rec- has been out
eheet
this undesirable Institution and Its most to protect their boys and girls? senators; provided,
since.
London
again
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet
.
attendant evils. A supreme court Will this convention fall to provide provision shall not exclude the right self,'? Sold by The Capital Pharmacy, ord.
.Standard..
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CONCORD GRAPES

the basket.
CRESH OYSTERS
I
New York Counts
A LL KINDS OP LUNCH
MEATS, SAUSAGES etc,
A L ARGE VARIETY OP FRESH
FRUITS and VEGETABLES
UOME DRESSED POULTRY

!

I

II ENS AND SPRINGS.

F. ANDREWS

Phone No.

I
I

DELEGATES
ALL

TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL

VISITORS

INVITED TO

TO

THE

CONVENTION
'

CITY CORDIALLY

MAKE

;

'

You will find everything there for your comfort

THE REXAL

STORE

COMPANY
THE

Pinon Studio is calling attention

they will be open every day from
noon on and that they have new
mounts and folders for holiday selec
tion,
Prices at the Elks are 10 and 15
cents. See the change in program tonight.
The Folly of Trying to Clean and
press your own clothes is dilated upon
in the new advertisement of Julius
Muralter in this issue. If you are
open to convincement, read the adver-

Notice Starting with today pic
. a 41
n .. .
fume fliarifm
Elks'.
Sunday. Monday. Wednesday
and Friday.
Gildersleeve Residence Rented O.
C. Watson & Company have rented to
Frank Shumaker the residence of Mrs.
Gildersleeve, on East Palace avenue,
lor a period of six months. Mr. Shumaker will have furnished rooms and
rooms for light housekeeping to rent
and those desiring such aecommoda- tions should apply to Watson & Com- pany.

REXAL STORE

The Woman's
Christian Temper-ancUnion will hold a regular meet- 105 Washington
ing at their room
avenue, on Tuesday, Octoberd 18th, at
3 o'clock p. m.
This is Literary Day and the following program will be rendered. A
cordial invitation is extended to every
one:
Devotional Exercises Mrs. L. A.
Harvey.
Address Mrs S. C. Nutter, Terri
torial President.
Solo Mrs. R. C. Fyrd.
Address Rev. J. I. Seder, Superin
tendent of
League.

Reading John Roberts.
Address

Mrs.

Mary

W.

Barnes.

Territorial Secretary.
Solo Mrs. Friday.

Address Mrs. A. A. Scott, Territor
ial Legislative Superintendent.
Reading Mrs. K. Patterson.
Solo Miss Hancock.

MADE FOR. VS MV

Peters looSij
sr.

Welt Shoes

DELEGATES
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Boys and Girls
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the trial of all cases, civ-- i
...... i.i
, i.
i
i
UJ JUIJ, 111 LUC
ii;ftuic i...
rrom the floor of the
courts
and
in
the
county
courts
of
hau
the justice of the peace in this state,
influentlal leaderS( in
a jury ot six
shall be called
llounced that as
them 60 days to form a consSutio, i Tt qi,alified under th
civil
Cases an agreement of five shall be
was belleved th
enable
a
uous work
x
that
complete tneir task in half
G. A. RICHARDSON,
u " IZZll
time
. . . .
l. lutt
JOHN BECKER,
1
aEHeed upon
. .
. ... . .
F. C. FIELD.
" j
earty
la"
Y
tl
T,h'8
le&de? bfieve
Z
111
to me union
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TODAY.
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Shoe Specialist
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In regard to the dispute whether flushers,
not playing to the grand
H B Fergusson spoke half an hour stand, not seeking the defeat of state- Luther George, Clayton; A. L. Hobbs,
sp,edid chance to
' uC
Raton; A. C. Voorhees, Raton; M. B. inkpl
was
prove
Morning
Goldenburg, Tucumcari; Jay Turley,
Aztec: Donald Stewart, Tucumcari;
Will Robinson, Roswell; H. W. Craw..
t
mr ine present generation,
wnue
tfiost ot tne committees are ready
ford, Clovis; Gregory Page, Gallup; ouiy the
for
he,
member,
spoke
posterity; to report and the leaders sav it onirht
E. A. Miera, Cuba; Don H. Kedzie,
'Yes sir; and it seems as if you are not to take more than four week
Lordsburg.
determined to speak until the au- - ntm today to close up, although much
Delegates to Monetary Conference.
will have to be done to trim and cut
dience arrives.' Governor Mills this morning,
apdown the clauses as reported, if the
pointed the following men to the NaNew Mexican issued constitution is not to be as volumi- tional Conference on the Monetary
"c
nos as that of Oklahoma. The irrl- uuijr
situation in the United States which a magnificent Ennipmpnf t it.
me uemocrato elected
gation committee will complete
its
will be held in the city of New York, lar issue of the 3d Inst
s
containing
about
of
the members of
'
in connection with the thirteenth an- forty fine half tone pictures of the .
.cTmi"ee on.Judl; the ennventinr. Thp-- orp
i
Bna vlded
nual meeting of the academy of po- most prominent members of the con- fn
Tho
fc.
litical science, on November 11th and stituUonal convention.
.,Brt,7.
?aQy on ..
It also con- - X L "
an employers
iiiiuauyC, iciamuum
.12th, 1910:
.
tains pictures of President Taft. Gov-- imag FAuepi
V- and
,.. . liability
r,H
.v.
t
..v th
eawnuoc,
on
tue
ui
cuuiiiiucee
u.vj. a.Livj twu- uchuh
E. A. Cahoon, Roswell; D. T.
...
.
..
.
To ffo
fipprptorv
pmfir Mlllc
tonai
ucation
committee
is
lorced
this action
It
that
provides
ready.
Las Vegas; J. B. Herndon,
Delegate Andrews. The supplement is none of the school income shall
to uPn each county during the cam- go
a fine work of art and artistically ar- sectarian, denomlnptinnai
r.m-- ,
Daien. Thrnneh this tho rtomn.r.tin
ranged reflecting much credit upon schools, that separate schools shall ticket obtained the support oi the So- ,
Ne Mexican for its
enterprise not be maintained on account of re- - cialists and every other 'ism.' The
?S2n
a
I
Ad.
and energy in its conception, design ligion, language, race or color; that conservative Democrats are
bitterly

(Continued

ill

THEYr

The Belen Tribune

all fines and penalties under the gen opposed to the
acceptance of the inieral law shall go to the school iuui tiative, referendum and
recall, and
"After five years and that the state
Oregon's Reaction
school income the bitterness is so deep that
01 direct primary, initiative, referen- they
wriMMinn'tSSKISBmtSBa
shall be
to num- are fighting among themselves rather
and
the rest of it, Ore- - ber of children of according
The committee on Active franchise
school age; that than against the Republicans
For
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2P .
Praccally returned to the attendance at school shall be compul this reason the
Republican minority
Liiiveiiiiou system. ine case nas been sory that there
shall be a
may become an important
j'cloek at the capitol
factor in"
fairly tried out. As a means of get- - school term; that the state minimum
board of i deciding important
oraer
Some
out
questions.
education
shall
be
,,ilms puimcai
The committee on corporat.ons held
appointive except of the Republican leaders in the
there wag caed Bomey weehg tnat tne governor and
a meeting this afternoon, immediately jcnaosa
superintendent vention believe they may be able to
Republican assembly, in other of public instruction shall
be memafter the adjournment to Thursday ag0
wor(s a convention whi,.h rnnmmnH. bers of it and that one member must get together by themselves and formuattrrnoon.
ed candidates for the several state be
appointed from among the heads late what President Taft calls a safe
offices.
In last Monday's election the of territorial
and sane constitution and submit it to
educational
The committee on mines and min- assembly
the convention with some show of its
ticket, with one or two ex- one from among the countyinstitutions,
suschool
ing will meet on Wednesday afternoon ceptions in minor offices, was sucbeing
adopted.'" Washington Post.
shall
besides have
perintendents,
at 4 o'clock in the hall of representa- cessful over a ticket of
three other persons uuon it- - that
tives at the capitol.
candidates.
Oregon will no doubt re- - school nmu biimi ue invested in Report of
of Judiciary.
.
am the direct primary system,. since Btate
The report of the
C01lntv or municipaI bonds b
of
The committee on legislation will here seems no way short of revolu- - that the
the Judiciary Committee on methods
three
legislature
by
fourths
to
ion
a
hold public meeting at 10 o'clock toget rid of it. But practically vote may change the character of n of prosecution and
jury trial, is as
morrow forenoon
in the
council the convention plan will be revived, vestment ; that civil
follows:
embarrassed only by the necessity of taught in the schools:government be
chamber at the capit.il
Section 1. The stvle of all wnta
that every
,
in - teacher must be a
Cami?aisns4
and processes shall be, "The State of
that
text
Tlr
citizen;
.
The committee on municipal corv
Argo ihnnk " "ohoii
ortener New Mexico."
.
naut.
Uw,
porations will hold a public meeting
inciu uiuc, m T
All
lour Years- that tha
shall
on
. .
.. . . !s .v. prosecutions
.
.. be carried
.i
nnsit nf c.hi
at the Palace of the Governors tomor
i nut
ue
name aim uy cne autnonty oi
in
A
Bill
Clean
of
Health.
row morning at 9: 3u o clock.
nvate name or for private
gain; and the State of New Mexico,
it will prove most reassuring to all that failure to pay over,
All indictments, informations
to produce or
and
us
to learn from Mr. Fergusson, the to account for school funds
The committee on bill of rights, and of
shall
be
shall be complaints
considered
no
that
minority
deemed
eader,
facie
corporation
not the committee on judiciary, will
prima
evidence of em- - "Against the Peace and Dignity of the
meet this evening at 7:30 o'clock at! or corrupt influence has been manl- - bezzlement and that embezzlement of State."
at
fest
work in the constitutional con- - school funds shall be a felonv.
Sec. 2. In all issues of fact joined
the Palace of the Governors.
"
vention. Coming from the Democrats,:
in any trial court, all parties mav
t
"rnless a" plans of the constitu-- ' waive the riSht to bave the same
The' committee on boundaries has XP
ffrnrit! II
, SV tional
convention of New Mexico fail termined by jury, which waiver shall
been able to agree on defining the!,,
. U'
the ProPsed constitution of
eastern boundary of New Mexico, that thi JaZ hHi
. entered of record; in which case
the facts
f
which also is in dispute with Texas.
.iS t0 be 8ubrai
to Presided
Bua" "ayts lue Iorce ana enect of a
-V
.
la" m time for him to senrttt tn
Th;.
'
l
iuio
vi, luuiJieu wun ine iact
"Uncle Jimmy Upton could have that the minority finds no nhipeMm, T 8 at me coming session. 'In the verdict by jury.
Sec. 3. In all jury trials, in civil
drawn eleven just as easily as seven in to fifty-twof the flftv.fivA
rnioo election of members of that conven-the constitutional convention, for that adopted, indicates that the Democrats ti0D the Republicans obtained 71 mem- - cases- in the district court, the jury
composed or twelve persons,
matter talk about luck." Columbus are well satisfied with the mwrt. bers and tne Democrats 29 ' said Jo- anv nine of whom shall be sufficient to
iNews.
ings so tar, and having no cause for "ph D' Combs' of Santa rp at the
& V6r"
tnrntest will endeavor to assist in the ew W1Iard
t
The conven-- dlct and the
a gen- jury sha11 retu
tion met and organized on itfnH
Thp mmmttta
c.iio,ii,ioe t.,iii nlan nf having the
n0 IaW. in. tor.ce.'. nor
meet tomorrow forenoon at 10 o'clock done expeditiously. It is hard to see la8t week- and appointed 26 commit- in the supreme court room to com- - how the Democrats, pledged to work tees to deal with the various questions
T
'
..."'T
plete its work. It will be a public for the people and assist in getting coming before the body. These com- finHw
the people statehood, can do other-ittees immediately got to work and
meeting.
.
wise. And it is inconceivable,
that the more important ones already have
The Committee on Education met iacKing any. ground for a kiok- - a"y annnced the dates on which they
nli
Sec. 4. Grand i,.r!M .hull h
Public notice has been in the district courts of
this forenoon in the supreme court YTC!f 8 Uld Wlsh to deIiberately w'u
this state and
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